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Happy Valentine's Day...
Photo by Karim Virani
Pictured above is third-year music student Bill Grenzberg performing one ot a
series of peace songs in the Concourse Tuesday afternoon. The musical event was
part of the Laurier Peace Chapter's Peace Day activities.
Byers, Mlot:
new Pres, VP
by Mark Hall
Establishing a commission of women's affairs
and channeling greater student input into the
decision-making process are two priorities for
newly-elected WLCISG President Kevin Byers and
Vice-President:Secretary Barb Mlot.
Byers took over the presidential post after last
Thursday's student election victory over Kevin
Dryden. Byers collected 686 votes to Dryden's
523. Mlot defeated Gord Annear by a margin of
776-457 in the vice-presidential race.
Terry Pursell, a third-year Anthrolopogy major,
and first-year Arts student Matt Certosimo were
the top vote-getters among the arts director
candidates with 315 and 311 respectively. Also
elected to the board were Charlene Hughes, Jeff
Kaake, Sheila Clendenning, Larry O'Reilly and
Scott Howe.
Mandy Scully, with 325 votes, and Dave
Scicluna, with 301, led the list of elected business
directors. Helga Fuhry, Heather Knight, Jim Gabel
and John Coupland will fill ther other four
business director seats on the board. James
Henderson has been acclaimed as music
director.
"We are going to start an ad hoc committeeto
study student safety," says Byers. Recent
incidents, including thearrest of a male intruder in
a women's washroom, have brought into
question the safety ofwomen atLaurierand made
campus security an issue in the election
campaign.
The committeewill examine ways of improving
campus security, says Byers. A student safety
week is tentatively scheduled for March.
These actions, says Mlot, will hopefully lead to
the establishment of a women's commission on
campus.
Both Byers and Mlot agree that the student
population should be involved in establishing the
commission. They plan to make the ad hoc
committee accessible for student suggestions.
"We are going to open it up for student input,"
says Byers. "I wantto haveopen forums, hopefully
in March."
Open forums are an idea which the president
would like to see implemented "on a regular
New executive to study escort service
by Jackie Kaiser
An increasing concern for student safety has
led recently-elected WLXISCI President Kevin
Byers and Vice-President: Secretary Barb Mlot to
propose the formation of an ad hoc committe on
student safety. The committee, to be formed at
next Sunday's WLCJSG board meeting, will study
the feasibility of a student escort service for WLCJ.
Byers and Mlot estimate that some type of
escort service will be operable by September of
1984, if all goes well.
The ad hoc committee will provide a variety of
input during the problem-solving process, said
Byers. Already one member of the student body
has expressed interest in working on a proposal,
and Dean of Students Fred Nichols has offered
his assistance.
While it is too early to tell specifically what sort
of escort service WLGSC will implement, it will be
up to the ad hoc committee to find "the best plan
for the resources WLCJ SCI has available to it," said
Byers.
Any feasible plan would likely "avoid using
vehicles" because of the legal implications for
drivers and because of the gasoline expense,
suggested Byers.
Mlot, however, favours the idea of setting up a
shuttle bus service between University ofWaterloo
and WLCI specifically for students who attend
night classes at (JW. Mlot made the trek between
the universities in her first year to attend a
computer class at CIW.
"I hated it," said Mlot. "1 felt very unsafe." At the
time there was great concern about the safety of
women walking in the Waterloo Park area after a
number of CIW students were raped.
While Byers indicated that a van would be too
great an expense for WLGSCI to cover, he
suggested that if WLCI Security were to purchase
the vehicle, WLCISCI could subsidize it. "1 think the
administration should be involved right from the
start," said Byers. Mlot added that the vehicle
would be useful to the Student Union for
SAMboard transportation when it is notoperating
as a shuttle bus.
An escort service "can't caterto everyone," said
Mlot, suggesting that the committee would have
to estabjjsh a distance limit from the university
that is "within reason."
"The major hurdle" in implementing a
successful service is lack of student participation,
says Mlot. Escort services at other universities
including GW, have failed for this reason. "The
inconvenience of having to wait five or ten
minutes to walk home" is enough to make any
student decide to go on their own, especially if
they don't perceive a real danger. Mlot suggests
that ongoing safety education to make students
aware of potential danger is vital to the success of
the service.
"There are a lot more problems out there than
people know about," said Mlot. "People just don't
ever think it will happen to them."
Mlot said she was "surprised" at the failure of
escort services on other campuses. Once the
escort service helps educate students of the need
to take safety precautions, they will take
responsibility for their own safety and start
travelling in groups, suggests Mlot. "I think
basically you start to become more aware of
safety and just personally do things for yourself,"
she said.
Byers and Mlot recognize that the safety needs
of WLU students are unique and do not intend to
model our escort service after the systems offered
at other universities. They do, however, plan to
examine the services provided by other
continued on page 3
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basis" to get student input into other
areas of university decision-making.
"A lot of times it's the little things
that bother most students," Byers
says.
"We should have an open door
policy," says Mlot. "I would like to
implement office hours for arts and
business directors as a wayofgetting
greater student input."
Byers andMlot will stay in town this
summer to plan for next year. Mlot
suggests that paying the Student
Union president to work full-time
through the summer is an idea which
should be tried. The proposal could
be brought before the board this
term, she said.
"It would be more beneficial for
planning and co-ordinating for the
full year," says Mlot. "Tom (Reaume,
last year's WLCISC president) felt
very strongly about it. I would like to
have it on a trial basis for thesummer 1
to see how beneficial it is."
If the board accepts such a
proposal on a trial basis, a
referendum would be held to decide
whether to implement it
permanently.
In other areas, Byers feels that the
recent rise in Turret attendance
warrants continuationof Phase II and
HI of the Turret changes adopted by
WLGSU in January. The planned
changes include putting in a stand-
up bar and replacing tables and
chairs.
WLGSC will also enter into
negotiations with Kitchener Transit
to continue the reduced fare bus
pass. With bus pass sales almost
double the number predicted, Byers
feels the Student Gnion will be
bargaining from a strong position
and he hopes to have the $97 pass
lowered in price.
Mlot would like to see WLQSC
subsidize the bus passes with money
from revenue-making operations
such as the Turret and the Games
Room.
This is one idea on which the
president and vice-president are not
in total agreement. But, says Byers,
"there are no major conflicts
between the two of us." He says there
will be minor disagreements, and
that he will sometimes play "the
devil's advocate" to get both sides of
the argument
universities for input.
A rash of sexual assaults in
Waterloo Park during 1980-'Bl led
the Federation of Students at
University of Waterloo to organize an
escort service in conjunction with the
Waterloo Regional Police
Department in winter 1981. At the
time, the path from Seagram Drive
past the bandshell to Westmount
Place was unlit, and male students
volunteered to escort women
through the park area. The group,
Men Against Sexual Harrassment
(MASH), was formed as an
emergency measure and was
disbanded after lights were installed
along the path and the rapist was
apprehended.
Because of a basic political
disagreement with MASH and the
implication that women require the
protection of men, (JW student Julie
George initiated an alternative
system in October 1982 with the
help of the campus women's centre.
A Group Walk Home plan was
introduced as a service by and for
women. "Women need to see
themselves as self-sufficient instead
of relying on men to walk them
home," said George.
Unfortunately, the service was "a
flop. George estimates thatno more
than ten students ever used trie
system. "The women's centre tried
its best to implement it, but gave up
when there was no student reaction."
Under the Group Walk Home
system, interested students met at
the Campus Centre after their night
classes in hopes of meeting
someone who would be walking in
the same direction. Part of the plan's
downfall, according to George, was
the inconvenience of having to wait
until 10:15 p.m.—the designated
meeting time—since many students
got out of their classes by 930 p.m..
And the UW campus is so big that
the trip to the Campus Centre could
require a major detour. There was
never a guarantee of finding
someone to walk home with, either,
noted Georqe.
At McMaster University, officials
are currently examining the
feasibility of an escort service,
although the security force there
believes the first step in ensuring
safety is to get students to change
their habits and stop walking to the
library or going out for a jog late at
night.
But Byers believes that WLCISCI
can solve the problem on our
campus without the "curtailment of
individual freedoms" that McMaster
security has proposed. "I think the
problem can be dealt with without
imposing on the innocent party,"
said Byers.
Meanwhile, University of Toronto
will be starting an escort service for
residence students within the next
few weeks.
news
'Native' definition uncertain
by Colleen Sharen
The Honourable Norman Sterling, Q.C., P. Eng. — the
Provincial Secretary for Resources Development-
spoke about the Constitution and Aboriginal rights to a
small audience of students in WLCl'sPeters Building last
Tuesday.
One of the difficulties involved in the issues
surrounding native rights is determining who Canada's
native people are, said Sterling. There are 70,000 status
Indians in the province of Ontario and an undetermined
number of Metis and non-status Indians. There are 173
bands in Ontario living on 115 reserves; as well, there is a
large number of Indians living off reserves in the
province.
In 1978 the National Indian Brotherhood demanded
that a new Constitution must entrench aboriginal and
treaty rights, and that the Indians themselves must be
involved in the process of constitutional reform.
The constitution actrecognizes the existing aboriginal
and treaty rights of aboriginal people. It also requires the
Prime Minister to convene conferences involving the
representatives of the native peoples and the first
ministers. On March 8 and 9 one of these conferences
will be held, concentrating on such issues as the recent
Federal government report on native rights. The native
people have had an active role in setting the agenda ot
this conference.
Sterling emphasized two issues of concern to the
Ontario Government in the area of native rights — the
lack of equality in the present federal government
definition of native people, and the question of
aboriginal self-government. Presently, if a native woman
marries a non-native man, she loses her status as an
Indian, and therefore all the benefits she could receive;
however, a native man does not lose his rights if he
marries a non-native woman. The Ontario Government
has taken a strong position thatthe Federal Government
must immediately appeal this section of the IndianAct in
order to demonstrate their "conviction towards the
entrenchment of equality rights ifi the Constitution."
One of the problems of aboriginal self government
which Sterling sees is that of jurisdiction. He is
concerned with what native self-government would
entail.
The conference will also discuss programs which will
help native people develop their own goals. "It would
seem appropriate to establish special purpose bodies
which through direct delivery wouldensure thatservices
to aboriginal people were designed and delivered in a
way which is compatible with their needs as a cultural
heritage," said Sterling.
Sterling noted that Ontario's support of aboriginal
rights is not in question; how the province will recognize
them is the issue.
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Byers, Mlot
continued from page 1
Escort service
continued from page 1
Applications are now being accepted
for the following positions:
- Chief Electoral Officer
- Band Co-ordinator
- Movie Co-ordinator
- Secretary of the Board
Application Deadline
Feb 29th 4:30p.m. 1984
Applications should be submitted
in a sealed envelope to:
Barb Mlot, Vice-President Secretary WLUSU
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Battleship Bette
aims at system
by George Cook
Ontario Bureau Chief
Canadian University Press
TORONTO (CUP) - The battle is on
in earnest: Over Christmas, while
students recovered from exams and
essays, the Ontario government
launched an overt attack on the
university stystem.
Minister of colleges and
universities Bette Stephenson called
Dec. 15 for the creation of "highly
specialized, designated purpose
institutes" to replace many of the
general education universities the
province now enjoys.
She created a three-member
commission, headed by corporate
kingpin Edmond Bovey, to produce
the detailed "operation plan" by this
summer.
Her message is clear — there will
be less money — and she plans a
major government-induced
reorganization of the system.
The first counter-attack, from
Ontario's provincial faculty
association, was blunt. It called for
Stephenson's resignation. She
rejected the call.
Bill Jones, president of theOntario
Confederation of University Faculty
Associations, thinks the Bovey
Commission's mandateamounts to
a declaration of war on Ontario
universities — a move to suspend
university autonomy and make
radical funding cuts.
As well, critics question
Stephenson's dramatic call for
specialization when universities are
already reorganizing to avoid
duplication of courses and increase
their connections to industry.
"1 think the options for restructur-
ing are a codeword for cutbacks,"
Jones charged.
And he is bitter with Stephenson's
easy dismissal of university
autonomy to achieve her goals.
"Autonomy is something you
have at the government's pleasure,"
Jones said. "They take it back
whenever they feel like it and give it
back whenever they like."
Stephenson's explanation that the
current state of financial exigency
allows her to suspend university
autonomy fails to acknowledge the
financial hardship was caused by her
own government, Jones said.
Ontario's universities have faced a
funding reduction of 25 per cent in
real dollar terms since 1972, plus a
concurrent 62 per cent enrolment
increase.
"She (Stephenson) has given up
on the attempt to obtain adequate
funding for the university system.
And she's looking for arguments to
justify what she's done," Jones said.
Stephenson was careful in her
statement to avoid any commitment
to close some institutions, but she
also didn't shut the door on that
possibility.
"I believe that this plan for
tommorrow can be accomplished
without reducing the number of
universities in Ontario, although
fundamental changes may be
necessary to some or all of the
institutions," Stephenson said.
"We can no longer afford, in
economic or social terms, to
maintain any system of education
without more precise targets, more
defined directions and more
responsive institutions and
programs to meet the needs of
Ontario," Stephenson said.
"1 believe the universities of
tomorrow should have more clearly
defined, different and distinctive
roles. Each of them shouldassume a
character and structure that is
consistent and compatible with that
role."
But the change Stephenson
desires is already happening.
"I think it's obvious there has been
an increasing amount of
specialization in the system over
time," NDP education critic Richard
Allen said.
"Institutions like Waterloo are
developing highly specialized
responses to the new technology
and to industrial needs."
Allen said various institutions now
exist to help the inter-change of
industry and university research
activity, without the aid of any
government commission.
Liberal education critic Sean
Conway agreed with Allen and cited
communities with two universities
that have learned to live together
without inappropriate duplication of
programs. In Kitchener-Waterloo,
Wilfrid Laurier and Waterloo
Universities cooperate to coexist, as
do Carleton University and the
University of Ottawa.
Given the degree of specialization
that has already occurred, critics fear
government intervention could
make the university system
inadaptive, inflexible and ultimately
incapable of responding to
economic and social needs.
Plus, government intervention
could become habit forming.
York University professor Paul
Axelrod, author of Scholars and
Dollars, a recent study of university
expansion and contraction during
1946-80, foresees the possibility of
government intervention endanger-
ing academic freedom.
"These kinds of things may
ultimately erode basic academic
freedoms and that's the danger. I
don't see it yet, but I don't think it's
too far away if they (the government)
keep moving in this draconian
direction," Axelrod said.
Axelrod also discredited
Stephenson's belief that specializa-
tion will create a system more
responsive to societal needs.
"There's always this incredible
time lag between the changing
technology outside the university
and how that finally makes itself felt
in the university," he said. The more
specialized universities become, the
gap between changing technology
and the university's ability to respond
will become wider, he said.
Overspecialization could also
undermine the arts and science
programs that are at the heart of
university education and research.
As "restructuring" and "specializa-
tion" have already taken place,
Stephenson's intentions must be
interpreted as a desire for more
restraint, and to claim credit for
current directions in university
planning.
Richard Allen said he thinks the
Bovey Commission will produce a
report that "reflects a good deal of
what's happening and makes a few
suggestions with respect to it. The
minister will then be able to claim
that something very substantial has
happened" as a result of the
commission's work.
Cutbacks and political cudos are
the spoils Stephenson is fighting for.
Her opponents are after adequate
funding for the system and the
educational and research
opportunities that implies.
OCGFA plans a public campaign
against rationalization. "We're
:ommitted to showing the public
they're getting tremendousvalue for
very little money spent on
universities. She (Stephenson) says
the universities cost $1.1 billion a
year. That's about $275 per average
taxpayer and that's not a lot
of
money.
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Military relations with U.S.
hurt Canadian independence
by Mark Hall
Canada's relationship with the
united States, particularly in terms of
our defence-sharing arrangements,
has placed us in a subservient
position and constrained our
military, political and economic
independence, said Ernie Reghar,
research director for Project
Ploughshares, in a speech at WLG
Tuesday night.
Reghar compared Canada's
"ambivalent" attitude toward the
present superpowerarms build-up to
the federal government's response
to American involvement in Vietnam
in the 1960s and '70s.
"There was enough moral
sensitivity to be genuinely disturbed
over the course of events that our
allies were taking (in Vietnam)," said
Reghar. "But Canadians still
recognized that Canada's place in
the sun depended on a secure place
within the (Nordth American)
empire."
"We are not so empty thatwe can
take lightly the destruction of
civilization," Reghar continued,
referring to the potential nuclear
holocaust we now face with the
proliferation of nuclear weapons. "At
the same time our response is
fractured and muted. We feel most
keenly that our own destiny is
wrapped in the power (of the G. 5.)."
Reghar told the audience of about
50 Prime Minister Pierre Trudeau's
peace initiative
"is a very positive
move which deserves support" but
added that the government is not
committed to the underlying policies
expressed by Trudeau.
"It is an extremely tentative, timid
move which gives no impression that
there are Canadian policies of
importance in this issue," he said. "It
is portrayed merely as a suggestion
put on the table for others to pick up.
There is no sense that these are
policies which Canada itself should
adopt. If somebody picks them up,
great. If nobody picks them up,
well, we did what we could."
The government has taken this
attitude in part because Canadian
influence depends on "sharing,
approving and supporting American
policy," said Reghar. "There is still a
sense of Canadiancalling though we
are a strong and willing ally."
A major problem in the Canada-
U.S. relationship lies in our defence
sharing arrangements, said Reghar.
"We have entered a set of
arrangements with the G.S. which
have placed great restraints on
Canadian action in post-World War II
years."
The defence production sharing
and NORAD agreements "de-
veloped a single military industry on
the continent and Canada became a
regional producer within the
continental setting," said Reghar.
Canada's defence production role
became oriented to exports to the
G.S. of components for American
designed major weapons systems.
This made our defence industry
dependent on the U.S. and has had
political and economic implications
including a reliance on the
Americans for tradeand the possible
loss of jobs for Canadians, said
Reghar.
This production relationship has
continued and Canadian industries
are now supplying component parts
for many weapons systems
including the controversial MX and
cruise missiles.
Thespeech was part of the Laurier
Peace Chapter's Peace Day. Other
events included a pancake breakfast,
Chinese lunch and faculty and
information booth. Bill Grenzbery
performed peace songs between
noon and one p.m. in the Concourse.
Also in the Concourse, the peace
chapter showed four movies during
the day.
PMC 'inaccessible'
by Blaine Connolly
"It seems as though they are trying to make it inaccessible to clubs." This
according to Mike Taylor, who tried to book the Paul Martin Center last week
for a luncheon session through the newly-formed Laurier Peace Chapter.
The Laurier Peace Chapter had planned a luncheonto be served "pot luck"
style in the Paul Martin Center. Various people would bring their own foodfor
all to share. The purpose was to promote the issues of peace and world
hunger with an object lesson showing the "direct connection between world
hunger and the money spent on nuclear weapons," Taylor said.
But, according to Earl Rayner, WLG's Director of Personnel and
Administration Services, in order to book the PMC with food, the service must
be orderedthrough the dining hall. This policy provides additional revenue for
tlje dining hall andalso defers expenses involved in the cleaning of the room.
This, Rayner said, is a policy of the senior administration and will not be
changed for any reason. Therewill be "no deviations from the original policy,"
he said.
Realizing the obstacles involved, Taylor offered to make a deposit to cover
any additional cleaning expenses that would be required, but the
administration refused to accept the idea.
"We were trying to go as far as we could for a compromise," said Taylor.
"We're contributing to a building fund yet we're being denied access to
university facilities."
Theadministration had a meeting last week to study the campus bookings
as a whole.According to Rayner, "if the rules are notfollowed, then thewhole
thing break down. You will lose any semblance of control over that facility."
Rayner stated that "it is in the interest of the senior administration to keep
(the Paul Martin Centre) as neat and clean and tidy as possible. We want to
preserve it for special things."
Whether the luncheon will take place at all is uncertain. The LaurierPeace
Chapter was officially recognized as a WLCISC club at last Sunday evening's
WLCISG board meeting.
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Applications are now being accepted
for the following positions:
- Commissioner of University Affairs
- Director of Finance
- Director of Student Activities
- Promotion Director
Information outlining the above positions Application Deadline
may be obtained in the WLUSU office Feb 29th 4:30p.m. 1984
Applications should be submitted
in a sealed envolope to: Kevin Byers, President of WLUSU
Master of Public A one year (3-term) multi-disciplinary program,
aj • • . ..
with an emphasis on public policy studies, at
/\aminiStratlon
th e rec| era |
;
provincial and municipal leveis of
Queen's University government.
at Kingston Admission Requirements B.A. (Honour?) or its
equivalent, with upper second ciass standing,
—v all fields of study.
Information/Applications available from j
School of Public Administration
Nx Queen's University, Kingston, Ontario K7L. 3N6.
Telephone (613)-547-3031.
QUESTION OF THE MONTH
"If you don't need counselling,
why talk to a university counsellor?"
(sorry, no pics)
"I recently talked to a counsellor to get -information
for a biz project on public speaking.
"
"I got some references for a psych essay on stress
among university students.
"
"As a Donj I just wanted some outside suggestions
about a roommate problem on my floor."
"I wanted to learn more about the psychological side
of sports competition.
"
"My boyfriend's been really down lately and we haven't
been getting along. Vie ended up going in together
to see what a third party could suggest."
"I wanted to find out what a counsellor actually
does and what training you have to have. Sounds
like a great job.
"
"Why did I talk to a counsellor? Actually, I did
want some counselling. Just some professional,
adult-to-adult counselling. What's wrong with that?"
WLU Counselling Services
Student Services (Upper Floor)
884-1970 Extension 2338
(No Charge to Laurier Students)
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own studio • Gowns, hoods supplied
Sooter Studio
886-1740 Waterloo Town Square
We arc not a fly by night operation. We
stand behind out products and are here
year 'round.
comment
Non-voters
ignore their
responsibility
This editorial is addressed to those who did
not vote at Thursday's elections—and
anyone, for that matter, who at some point
forgone his or her legal right to cast a ballot.
In more than a few cases, the cause is
apathy I'm sure. Some of us just cannot be
bothered to go to the trouble of researching
the issues. Those who refrain from voting
because of ignorance of the facts at least have
a sort of reasoning. 1 have heard people say
they just can't be bothered to do the work they
feel is required; this cannot be described as
anything but laziness.
The most upsetting answer I get from fellow
students about not voting is "I don't like 'the
System'."
Never has this been satisfactorily explained
to me. Usually 1 get feedback like "You have no
power once you vote someone in," or "I don't
know any of the candidates," and even "the
System is corrupt"
I'll deal with these in regards to our Student
Gnion, although my reasoning is the same for
the municipal, provincial and federal
governments.
You do have power. These students are
elected to represent you; they must offer time
to listen to student concerns. This attitude
seems a cop-out for apathetic students who
would never press issues anyway.
Not knowing any of the candidates should
not prevent you from voting. In fact, it's
encouraging — then these school elections
might not be such popularity contests. Read
the information available to you (like the Cord
supplement), listen to speeches. If you can
work up enough energy, talk to the candidates
when you see them in the hallway, Torque
Room, or in your lectures. Listen to what they
plan to do in the Gnion.
Finally, for those who think the system is
corrupt — you have undoubtedly corrupted it.
The Greeks originally invented this system to
let the people rule the people; this is what
'democracy' means when you research its
roots. With so many people ignoring the issues
and refraining from making choices, how can
we have a healthy system? Only by
participating, knowing the issues, and using
your rights will the system be improved. 1
would recommend running for a position
yourself, but those who dislike the system are
seldom willing to try to fix it.
Perhaps, to save ourselves all that trouble,
we'd rather live in a country where we don't
have to make so many decisions?
Ruth Demeter
Plenty of thanks goes out this week to Hallmark who
continues to cover for that slacker. Particular kudos go out
to typists Debbie and Helen, Mike and Laura in production
and the advertiser who paid for the colour in this week's
paper. Oh, yeah— and Peter Lear for heavy duty graphics
help.
letters
WLUSU criticized
An Open Letter To WLUSCI
Re: your decision to endorse the Mt. Allison peace
proposal.
1 find it deeply disturbing that such a sweeping
decision was madewithout consulting the student
body directly. Despite the fact that the concept of
world peace is generally supported by all; the
means to that end are a subject of continuing
controversy. Therefore, 1 would like to make the
following suggestions:
1. WLGSG should repeal its decision to support
the Mt. Allison peace proposal as soon as
possible;
2. A general referendum on the question of the
proposal should be held;
3. Prior to the referendum, WLCJSCI should
arrange for a student debate on the subject of
nuclear disarmament;
4. In conjunction with the student debate, The
Cord should publish the Mt. Allison proposal in its
entirety.
Finally, it seems to me that the benefits of such
a proposal far outweigh the detriments of time
and expense. I hope that you, as an elected
student government, feel the same way.
Thank You,
Darrell Bricker
Campaign costly
As a candidate in last Thursday's WLUSU
election, I wantedto write a letter concerning what
has become a "common practice" around this
school.
I don't know if the majority of students are
aware of it or not, but it is a fact that the candidates
for directors positions on WLUSUare responsible
for paying for their campaign out of their own
pockets, and those running for presidential and
vice-presidential positions are reimbursed only
partially for their expenses.
The maximum cost allowed us is not extremely
large — for this election it was $60 for directors —
considering that posters and pictures cost over
$40 for only 20 of each.
To the more affluent student, this may not
seem like a lot, but to the poorer and budget-
oriented of us, this represents a fair amount. It is
especially of concern when a reasonably "tight"
race is being run and you are attempting to cover
each school area with a limited numberof posters
due to a lack of funds or a small campaign
budget. To find posters missing notonly means
your campaign money is wasted, but it also
means that some areas you wanted covered are
not. 1 don't care if the pictures on the posters are
being used for admiration purposes or as a
dartboard, the point is still the same; this is theft,
pure and simple. The posters are the property of
the candidates.
Another point which bothers me, for the same
reasons, is the defacing of the campaign posters.
This is, if I remember correctly, a ritual my friends
and I carried out during in-door recess in grade 3.
Come on now, guys, let's grow up a bit.
Mustaches, beards and "dirty words" fascinated
most of us 15 years ago.
Just in closing, I would like to mention that this
was written before the election, and as such, does
not reflect bitter feelings towards a lost election or
a two-faced attitude towards a victory, but a
concern over the seemingly "mindless" actions of
some of the corporation of WLGSCI's members.
Charlene Hughes
Line-up butt-ins
It's Friday night, 10:25, and we are waiting in
line to go into the Turret. Like many others we
havebeen here since 9:40, and the line is moving
very slowly. There are about 45 people now
between us and the door. Since we have been
standing here at least 28 have walked in the
door—withoutwaiting in line—or have "butted in"
as close to the front as they can get. Some of these
have even walked by student security. These
people have included "Golden Girls", Turret staff,
a newly elected board member, a don from
Conrad, and friends of the above.
We have no problems with standing in line-
otherwise we would not still be here. But we do
believe in fairness. Why are there not security
guards out here who will keep control? Whenwe
pointed out to one of the student security guards
that two students had butted in frontofus, hesaid
"What can I do?" We were always under the
impression that it was security's job to assure this
did not happen. Perhaps it is new student security
that we need.
Janet Geisberger
Jane Flynn
P.S. ft is now 10:40 and one of the full-time
security guards is out here and things seem tobe
a little better—2B people too late.
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International laws for peace
by Dr. Sheldon Rahn
A nuclear weapons freeze and reversal
of Canada's
agreement to permit G.S. cruise missile testing
here
are politically potent goals. Voters and governments
should say "no" to these things. But we also need
some positive alternatives to say "yes" to.
Gntil voter interest and politician attention are again
turned to the unfinished tasks concerning
international law, use of international courts, and the
use of new conciliation and arbitration instruments
for the peaceful resolution of international disputes,
governments will continue to rely on military
force
and deterrance when disputes arise.
Gntil nations (including the voters) feel safe in
relying on international law and courts for problem
resolution, they will continue to resist both
disarmament and the diversion of arms reduction
savings to international development. By a neat irony
of history, it is apparent to more and more people
that the war system must be replaced by something
better, or the last days may indeed be upon us.
The World Federalists Movement dates back more
than fifty years. Its parallel organization,
Parliamentarians For World Order (PWO), was started
in 1977 and already has 600 MPs in 26 countries as
members.
In May of 1982, a five-continent delegation of the
new Parliamentarians For World Order movement
went to Moscow. The following points were discussed
with members of the Politburo: (1) nuclear freeze; (2)
world treaty on balanced and verifiable arms
reduction to the level required for internal security;
(3) an international security force individually
recruited and permanently established; (4) effective
use of existing international courts supplemented by
new conciliation and arbitration
infrastructure. The
leader of that delegation was Douglas Roche, MP
from Edmonton (Progressive-Conservative). Other
Canadians prominent in this PWO initiative include
Mark MacGuigan, MP (Liberal), former MP David
MacDonald (Progressive-Conservative), Warren
Allmond, MP (Liberal), and Walter McLean, MP
(Progressive-Conservative) from the Waterloo Federal
Riding. Dr. Peter Lang, the Kitchener area MP
(Liberal), is also a PWO member. In addition, the
entire federal caucas of the N.D.P. has endorsed
PWO.
Canadian World Federalists have some four
specific action goals at the moment:
1. Persuade the Government of Canada to instruct
the Canadian delegate to the United Nations to
sponsor a motion there to
establish a Continuing
Conference On Alternative Security Systems. (A
similar continuing conference, after thirteen years,
developed the recently released International Law of
the Sea which has now been endorsed by Canada
and by most other countries, but not by the Reagan
Administration in the G.S.. This new body of
international law anticipates and prevents many kinds
of disputes among nations regarding access to
seabed resources and establishes, in advance of
disputes, specific instrumentalities for the prevention
of peaceful resolution of disputes which would
otherwise lead to war.)
2. Demand that the Government of Canada give its
full diplomatic and technical support to the
establishment of a (J.N. International Satellite
Monitoring Agency. (At present, only the G.S.S.R. and
the G.S. can monitor troop movements, test
explosions and missile sites by satellite. A monitoring
capacity in G.N. hands would be an essential tool for
mutual arms reduction verification of compliance.)
3. Demand a formal commitment by Canada to
submit all international disputes to the International
Court of Justice at the Hague, and to encourage
other smaller and middle powers to make a similar
commitment.
4. Demand that the government of Canada take
the leadership in helping smaller and middle powers
to create and develop regional federation compacts
covering regional law endorsements, use of the
International Court of Justice and other conciliation
and arbitration instruments, arms reduction, mutual
security forces, and the diversion of arms reduction
savings to regional social and economic
development.
A rationale for these new regional federations,
bypassing the G.S. and G.S.S.R. if necessary, was
published by Norman Alcock and Arnold Simoni in
1983. There is some hope that the Trudeau Peace
Initiative may yet encompass such a regional
federation strategy. The Eastern Caribbean
Association of Nations and the new Contadora Group
illustrate fledgling moves in this direction.
What's up Chuck?
by Chuck Tatham
Because of a severe money shortage, I was
rummaging through a garbage in the Torque Room
the other day, looking for a bite to eat. As I plucked
through the refuse, I was startled to find some rather
interesting inter-departmental memos that had
obviously been thrown into the garbage without the
suspicion that their content would ever be found out
by a mouthy person like me. Well, I found them, and
I'd like to share a few of them with you. Now we'll
really know what goes on behind the scenes around
this joint.
MEMO
FROM: A.V. DEPARTMENT
TO: FILM STUDIES DEPARTMENT
Those movies you ordered from Stockholm
came in. We have taken a look at them, and we
understand you when you say that they are
intellectually stimulating. A big favourite was, of
course, Barbie Spends the Summer on the Farm. A
wise selection.
MEMO
FROM: PSYCHOLOGY DEPARTMENT
TO: ECONOMICS DEPARTMENT
Due to an electrical error in our calculations, a recent
experiment rendered 20 volunteers completely unable
to think imaginatively or to be creative in any way-
kind of an unfortunate lobotomy. Upon consulting
with the registrar's office, we have been advised to
transfer all these people into your program. We hope
they will turn out to be successful economists; don't
worry about the drool. They can't read a comic book,
but they can sure draw a profit maximization graph.
MEMO
FROM: SAM BOARD
TO: THE TURRET
Due to a handling error with a recent shipment of
records, some albums were unfortunately broken.
Frampton Comes Alive and Kiss: Destroyer were
among the damaged records. Fortunately the record
company has agreed to provide some replacement
albums, but they have sent strange things like
Depeche Mode, Echo and the Bunnymen, and Killing
Joke. We listened to them, but it's all weird, punk
music that nobody around here would like. We used
them as Frisbees behind the Student Union Building.
Hopefully they'll get their act together and ship us
some more Men at Work stuff.
MEMO
FROM: TORQUE ROOM
TO: JANITORIAL STAFF
Please be reminded that we will be serving the liver
and onions on Feb. 15th, not Feb. 16th, as previously
reported. We like to keep you well informed so that
you can have the extra mops and buckets ready
when we start serving at lunch time. No one likes
unsightly stains and smells in their workplace,
including the gang down here at the old Torque
Room. Thanks.
MEMO
FROM: SECURITY
TO: JANITORIAL STAFF
Please remain as quiet as you can when you are
cleaning in the Central Teaching Building at night.
We have received several complaints from men you
awakened while cleaning the women's washroom.
MEMO
FROM: ATHLETIC COMPLEX
TO: BOOKSTORE
As you well know, students go through many
supplies when writing Physical Education essays.
Please send us some more. Some of these guys are
going through 3 and 4 crayons per paper.
MEMO
FROM: HISTORY DEPARTMENT
TO: Head Resident, CLARA CONRAD RESIDENCE
Pursuant to your request that we do some research,
we have dug up some old records for your residence.
In answer to your specific question, March 19, 1966
was the last time anyone had sexual relations
in Clara
Conrad. Quite recently, January 27, 1984, it almost
happened again, but the light was on and she could
see Chuck without his clothing.
MEMO
FROM: REGISTRAR'S OFFICE
TO: THE CORD WEEKLY
Thanks for speaking so highly of us in your last issue.
Now if you'll excuse me, there's someone out here
that I have to ostracize; he has a personal cheque.
MEMO
FROM: WLU NAZI CLUB
TO: THE CORD WEEKLY
Why don't you censor that moron Chuck Tatham? All
he writes is lies and garbage that deceives the public.
Get on the ball; some of the greatest people of all
time were pretty good censors.
Chuck's Ground
Chuck continues to be sick and for the first time in two years
was unable to write his Ground. Get well soon Chuck. Rumour has
it that Kirkham has been taking high school biology lessons in his
spare time.
Bette's proposals:
Holy mind warp!
by Dan Little
A few days ago 1 was waiting for a class in the Gndergrad lounge
of the
Peters Building. 1 didn't mean to, but I overheard two students talking about
the economics of this university, and in particular how the Ministry of
Education plan for specialization of degree offerings would be a good idea for
Laurier. Gnder this plan, different schools would concentrate their efforts in
their strongest areas and the other faculties would be given reduced
responsibility for electives only.
This 1 found pretty scary. Can you imagine Laurier as a pure
business
school with arts courses offered only as electives? (Sorry folks, but Business is
what the Ministry regards as our claim to fame.) Not a pretty picture, is it?! All
we would be is a homogeneous group of Biz Heads,
free of the checks and
balances in our thinking that exposure to other schools of thought brings.
Personally, I am a Biz student, and I know from experience that the most
boring way to spend time in Waterloo
— next to watching Charlie's Angels
reruns — is sitting in a room full of fellow Biz students, discussing cases we
have known and loved. (Holy Mind Warp, Batman!)
Economics, so what?! Sure it makes money sense to specialize in an
already-established strength, and oh, yes — you can teach more students
thanks to the economies of scale, but what does it do for us? If each school
has one or even two predominant programmes, whatmechanism is thereto
ensure there is a broad sampling of elective courses? Eventually students
may be coming down the pipe into
the real world, only to find themselves
handicapped with narrowly defined minds, leaving them unable to recognize
(let alone understand) a point of view or set of values different from their own.
In the extreme, the result could be an academic "Tower of Babel''effect where
everyone knows what they are doing, but cannot understand
the persons
working next to them.
So what's my point? Easy: jealously guard your right to a
"well-rounded"
education and those electives (no matter howobscure). Don't verbally abuse
those people with pipes, beards, and ponchos; try talking about something
instead. And if you are
one of those people with a pipe, beard, or poncho, try
talking with someone carrying an attache case; they aren't all trying to sell
shampoo or life insurance.
comment
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Schools must deal with assault
WINNIPEG (CUP) — Canadian universities are
being forced to deal with the increasingly
visible problem of sexual assault on campus.
The latest to acknowledge the problem s
severity is the University of Calgary, where a
recent survey of 175 students turned up
more
complaints of assault than campus security
admitted to for the whole university.
At the University of Manitoba, the student
union will soon release the results of their
sexual harassment/assault survey. The
survey was put together after several women
were assaulted on campus last year.
The university's administration has also
improved lighting andcreated a student patrol
on campus. The campus women's centre is
promoting Wen-do (women's self-defense)
courses.
Molest alarms—strings that can be pulled to
summon campus security — were installed at
the University of Winnipeg last year after
several women found themselves in the
unwanted companyof menwhowere entering
washrooms, shower rooms and locker rooms.
But danger at that campus still persists
because cutbacks have reduced campus
security to two people at night for the entire
campus.
Washroom incidents appear to be common
at universities. At McGill University in Montreal,
at least five washroom intrusions were
reported in the first three months of classes.
TheMcGill administration's response was to
put up posters in the washrooms giving an
emergency phone number in case of assault
or harassment. Women's scom for the
measure was indicated by the graffiti on the
posters: "Why don't you prevent the perverts
getting in rather than adding to our fear?," and
"Learn self defense."
Women at McGill have now started a sexual
assault centre, with a volunteer staff offering
24-hour counselling toassault victims. Until its
establishment, no such service existed
throughout Montreal. Women who phoned
campus security often had to talk to male
guards inexperienced in dealing with assault
victims.
At the University of Ottawa, campus security
has finally agreed to release statistics on sexual
harassment. Since January 1983, there have
been 12 reports on incidents ranging from
exhibitionists to "peeping Toms."
Until recently, the security force has kept
assault details secret. Now assistant Guy
Lachine says, "We know damn well that it
is
happening. It's very, very hard to alert our
people to look for a problem when we have no
facts to back us up."
Administrations across the country are still
reacting slowly to the problem, and students
are increasingly taking their own action.
Several student associations have recently
started escort services.
Guerillas set test animals free
TORONTO (CUP) — Six rats are still at large
after a break-in at the Scarborough College
animal care facility Jan. 29.
About 70 rats, mice and gerbils, all subjects
of psychology research, were released from
their cages by a group calling itself the "Animal
Liberation Front."
The animal "freedom fighters" entered an
unused rear door during the night, overturning
cages, releasing animals and removing
identification and statistical information.
About 200 animals were affected.
Further demands included spray-painted
graffiti on walls and phones.
But the animal's liberation may be short-
lived.
All but six of the rodents have been found,
and since they are now useless for any
experiements, they will be euthanized.
More animals will be procured to replace
those lost, and research will be repeated. "This
is contrary to what these people wanted," said
Jim Gurd, animal rights committee chair.
Most animals were used for studies on brain
electrial activity relating to epileptic seizures.
All experiments are approved by the
university animal care committee and the
federal department of agriculture and food.
University veterinarian Peter McCann said
no experiments at Sacrborough involve
"amounts of pain."
"These people are doing damage to the
animals they are trying to protect-often taking
them out of the cage can be more traumatic
than any experiment," McCann said.
Meanwhile, an animal rights group actually
gave research a big boost at anotherCanadian
campus.
The B.C. Society for Prevention of Cruelty to
Animals donated $10,000 for three projects
attempting to reduce animals used in
University of B.C. research.
The move was called a "waste" by the
founder of Lightforce, another animal rights
group.
Peter McCann said the donation simply
means more money is available for research
that uses animals directly.
Media ignores native peoples
MONTREAL (C(JP) — The commercial and
student media ignore coverage of native
peoples, allowing negative stereotyped images
to persist, charged a member of a Montreal
native community centre recently.
Native people moving to cities face
problems of alcoholism, unemployment, and
finding adequate shelter, but the situation is
reinforced by prejudiced public attitudes.
"Your average typical person seems to think
that every Indian is a drunk," said Ida Williams,
a director at the Native Friendship Centre of
Montreal. In reality, alcoholism rates are lower
among native peoples than in the rest of the
population, she said.
In the cities, the rate of alcohol and drug
abuse among native people is higher than
average, reflecting the difficulties they face
there.
But the media is not helping to change the
situation.
"There are native people at McGill
(University) and it seems to me that they have
been neglected. They never get any publicity,"
Williams said.
The centre promotes native culture and
helps native people moving to the city, to find
jobs and shelter.
The centre is one of 49 in Canada. About
400 of Montreal's 2,400 native people use its
resources.
Universities face new brain drain
THUNDER BAY(CUP) - Canadacould suffer
a new kind of "brain drain" unless universities
cork the flow of booze, according to a recent
Addiction Research Foundation report.
The study says 90 per cent of Canadian
students drink some amount of alcohol
compared to 85 per cent of the normal adult
population. At least 70 per cent of university
students drink more than once a week
compared to a general population figure of 61
per cent.
The 34 per centof students who drink more
than one and a half drinks per day are
considered heavy drinkers, while a full 12 per
cent are downing 58 to 120 drinks per month.
In conclusion, the report says students are
drinking more often and getting drunk more
often than their drinking predecessors did 25
years ago.
U of C tries test tube baby market
CALGARY (CUP) — Calgary will soon start
mass producing a new commodity — babies.
The University of Calgary and a local
hospital plan to open a test-tube baby clinic in
March, despite protest from anti-abortion
groups.
Theclinic, the third of its kind in Canada, will
implant eggs fertilized in a
culture dish into
women and hope this leads to pregnancy.
Anti-abortion groups in Calgary and
Edmonton, where another clinic may open,
object to the procedure because it is
"unnatural" and because unfit eggs are
destroyed. Edmonton groups hope to prevent
a clinic from being opened in their city.
Each baby produced will cost an estimated
$50,000.
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Question
of the Week
by Amanda Bramall
photos by Karim Virani
What's your idea of an ideal Valentine?
A change of scenery!
Silvana Lacovella
4th year Business
"A Candle."
Susan Fisher
2nd year Sociology
A night ouc at the Torque Room
Mary Smyth
3rd year Business
A nice quiet dinner — at least one
that's not in the dining hall!
Dave Lovegrove
3rd year Women's Washroom
Patrol
Lots of comfort, warmth and
understanding — just like Mom
used to make!
Mark Hail (alias Hallmark)
3rd year Political Science
First pick at the Breslau.
Doug Barker, 2nd year Political
Science and Fred Patterson, 2nd
year Geography
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inhousing
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CMHC Scholarships are for graduate studies in architecture, business
and public administration, economics, engineering, law, environmental
studies and behavioural sciences. Personal stipend of $9,348 plus travel
allowance, tuition fees and $1,494 for each dependant.
If you intend to apply for a graduate scholarship in the field of housing,
submit your application through the university by March 16, 1984.
Application forms may be obtained from the office of Graduate Studies
at the university, regional offices of CMHC and also by writing to the
Administrator, Scholarship Program, National Office, CMHC in Ottawa.
Apply now, as applications with supporting documents must be sent
to CMHC by the university not later than April 6.
CMHC
Canada's Housing Agency
■ Canada Mortgage Societe canadienne
m and Housing Corporation d'hypotheques et de logement
Honourable Romeo Leßlanc
Minister
Canada
112 1
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WLU copiers unreliable
I wish to bring to the attention of the
Management and Student Union a problem of
considerable importance.
As almost any student knows, we have a
serious shortage of reliable photocopy
machines in the library. The student that
wishes to photocopy journal articles,
government documents, or any other
materials is often faced with the tedious task of
finding a machine that works. If one does
locate a functional "junker" there is invariably a
tremendous line-up of other students.
On many occasions (including last week
and weekend) all the machines have failed.
During one of these mass breakdowns, 1 was
informed that there wouldbeat least a three-to-
four hour delay before the machines would be
repaired.
In this day and age, photocopy machines
are an absolute necessity to an academic
institution. It is not unreasonable to expect
reliable equipment. I have noticed that the
University of Guelph and some places at
Waterloo charge only five cents a copy instead
of four for a quarter. I was informed that this
extra charge provides cash for purchasing new
library books. This is a point of little
consolation. Are we so broke around here that
we have to go scraping for every last cent?
Recent indications are that both the Student
Clnion and the University are wallowing in
excess cash. (1 note the waste of $75,000 by the
Student Union in the Turret; this will hardly
correct theactual problems of line-ups and the
lack of seating or service if you do get in.)
I hope that some action will soon take place
that will provide students with reliable
machinery and reasonable prices.
Robert Phillips
Cord sports disappointing
In response to Theresa Kelly's Sideline
column last week, 1 found it very ironic that
Theresa would try to give every excuse in the
book as to why there isn't equal coverage of
sports in The Cord considering she rarely talks
about any sports at Laurier to begin with. I
mean, while Theresa told us how she got
through Christmas because therewas football
on television Christmas Eve and Boxing Day,
teams at Laurier were fighting their way
through their schedules hoping for playoff
berths. So what's next? How Theresa survives
her slack week due to the NHL being on
television?
About the issue involving the coverage of
women's sports in The Cord, since it is
apparent writers won'tbe sought after to cover
our women, does this mean if we find our own
writers to submit coverageon women'ssports,
the articles will be published? If this is the case
and the way to get more coverage, I'm sure
there is the possibility of athletes writing about
their team's achievements.
Theresa also mentioned about part-time
coaches and the fact that she has never met
the women's basketball coach. Let me ask her
this simple question. Have you, Theresa, ever
ventured down to the Athletic Complex any
night of the week at 6:30? If you have ever
made this effort, you would find Marie
Denham, the women's basketball coach,
pushing her players through their daily
workouts.
So you see, maybe if the Sideline column
was devoted to more sports at Laurier instead
of to professional sports and the whims of its
writer, we would be one step further in the right
direction of more coverage of our sports
teams at Laurier.
Signed, Debbie Whatmore
Women's coverage lacking
As the women's varsity volleyball season
closes this week 1 will be completing my fourth
year as a WLCJ Golden Hawk. This season has
been our best ever and yet the coverage we
have received from The Cord has been most
disappointing.
Women athletes do not expect to headline
the sports section each week, but once, in the
many issues of The Cord each year, might be
rewarding. Just because the administration
dedicates less of their budget to women's
sports does not make it an appropriate
method of assigning press space. Similarly if
coverage is given only to the sports to which
the most fans are dedicated, the other sports
are deprived of the exposure needed to
improve their fan support.
I would like to take this opportunity to thank
those that have cheered us on. Volleyball is a
game of momentumand a supportive crowd
is worth several points each game. Our past
record may not have been glorious but we are
improving each year. To judge us and give us
press coverage based on our history will not be
enough in the coming years when women's
teams make the playoffs.
I understand articles do no magically appear
on the sports editor's desk each Monday. But
one must also wonder if Ms. Kelly has ever
requested a feature; be done on any of the
women's sports. Individuals may not be
knocking down the door to cover the "lesser"
sports, but a few well-placed personal requests
amongst players, managers and trainers may
surprisingly find results.
Lastly, 1 must object to the sports editor's
proposal to change the name of the women's
teams. I strongly doubtMs. Kelly ever solicited
the opinion of any of the femaleathletes on the
matter. If she had, I believe she would have
heard more than once, "1 am proud to be a
Golden Hawk!"
Our problem isnotour name,so changing it
won't help, but a little support from our school
paper couldn't hurt.
Sincerely,
Mo Pyke
P.S. A special thanks to Theresa Noonan for
the excellent coverage in the little space The
Cord has dedicated to us.
Sports coverage unfair
The real problem here is not the fact that
unequal time has been given to men's and
women's sports, but that sports in general has
taken a back seat in theSidelinecolumn. I have
yet to see a Sideline article which deals with
Laurier Athletics. Each week, there seems to
be another story on how the M.F.L. is doing.
Now that football season is over, are we going
to be filled in on the ever-present National
Hockey League?
If I wanted to readarticles on national sports,
1 would buy the Kitchener-Waterloo Record.
The purpose of the Sideline column should
be to fill in Laurier students on what is
happening in the world of A.C. athletics, not
American athletics.
The fact that Theresa Kelly made it through
Christmas Day because of football games
on Christmas Eve and Boxing Day is of no
concern to the readers of The Cord.
issues such as the McNeil-Savich incident
should be given full coverage, and yet an
article was shownon the last pageofTheCord
in the same February issue.
Also, on the topic of women's sports,
mention must be made to the fact that
women's athletics have taken the trunk, not the
back seat, in the sports section ofThe Cord.
Theresa Kelly has made the comment that
she has yet to meet the women's basketball
coach. I ask her if she has even made an
attemp to contact her. Why doesn't she go
down to the gym during practice time? I'm
sure that she would see Miss Denham present.
As for notcovering women's sports, is it not
the job of the sports editor to make sure that
reporters and photographers are present at all
sporting events?
I have yet to see a photographer at any
women's sporting event, whether it be
volleyball, basketball, swimming, or
badminton. They are not asking for front page
space, but for a little recognition for their
efforts.
In conclusion, I hope that future Sideline
writers will take into account that athletics at
Laurier do exist.
Ruth Hirtle
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Feds may cut school funding
OTTAWA (CUP) — The federal
government
will cut about $380
million dollars from post secondary
funding if it succeeds in amending
the Established Programs Financing
Act
Dr. Sarah Shorten, president of
Canadian Association of University
Teachers, said the plan to tie
Established Programs Financing to
the six-and-five restraint program will
exacerbate an already desperate
situation for Canada's post
secondary institutions.
"If we are to look ahead to an
information based society, as* the
government says we must, andat the
same time (they) reduce the
opportunity for young people," said
Shorten, "then (the bill) seems
excessively shortsighted."
The government's amendment to
the Federal-Provincial Fiscal
Arrangements and Established
Programs Financing Act (1977)
applies only to education funding
and does not include transfer
payments for medicare and hospital
insurance.
The bill, which would be
retroactive to April, 1983, only
confirms existing government
policy, said Liberal Roy MacLaren
(Etobicoke North) when introducing
the bill for second reading Jan. 27.
The bill is now at House of
Commons Finance Committee.
The government has allocated
$13.5 billion this yearand $14.7 next
year. Under the old formula,
provinces would have received a 9.3
per cent increase this year and
83
per cent the next
Most of the opposition comments
have focussed on the government's
failure to tie the funding specifically
to post secondary education. MPs
charged provinces with using the
funds earmarked tor education
elsewhere or not passing along the
increases.
NDP education critic Pauline
Jewett (New Westminster-
Coquitlam) said not only did B.C. fail
to pass along any increases from the
federal government, they would not
increase the operating grants to the
three B.C. universities.
Jewett said Manitoba was the only
province to pass along the increase
as well as increasing their own grant
by 3.4 per cent.
She said the cutbacks were
eroding the education system by
obliging universities to impose stiff
tuition fee increases.
"Only the very rich, the very
diligent, and those with a
background which is very conducive
culturally and socially, will be the
ones who will survive in our university
and college system," she said.
Shorten said MacLaren and his
government obviously viewed the
change to the EPF funding as merely
"financial". There was no discussion
of education policy or any of the
impact on universities.
Insect found in food
by Jackie Kaiser
A Laurer student feels "sickened"
and "violated" after finding an insect
in her dish of pear halves at the
WLU
Dining Hall last Monday at
lunchtime.
The student said that while she
agrees that Dining Hall food is
generally good, she is outraged at
the "irksome" nature of the incident.
"I don't have a personal grudge
against the cafeteria," she said. "The
food itself is good. 1 just don't want
bugs in my food."
Food Services Manager Millie
Reiner said that the pears were
commercially canned and believes
the bug came from inside the can.
Reiner has contacted the company
that distributes the pears toregister a
complaint.
"If I could boycott, 1 would," said
the student. "But 1 can't afford to. 1
feel like I'm a victim of the system."
She noted that the Dining Hall meal
plan is very expensive compared to
the cost of preparing meals off
campus, and said that the only
reason she purchased the meal plan
is because she lives in residence.
Students living in residenceat Wilfrid
Laurier are required to purchase the
full meal plan.
"I'm not paying for bugs," she
commented.
Last Novemeber a student
boycotted the Dining hall after
finding a maple leaf in her plate of
spinach. The boycott was short-lived
because it failed to effect a response
from the (Jniversity administration.
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Harassment
committee
established
OTTAWA (CUP)—The University of
B.C. and Memorial University in
Newfoundland both plan to join the
growing ranks of universities who
have established sexual harassment
grievance policies.
GBC needs to develop a
harassment grievance procedure
because the Social Credit
government has put human rights
protection in a tenuousposition, says
the women students' director.
June Lythgowe applauds the GBC
administration's recent formation of
a harassment advisory committee,
but denies it was struck in response
to complaints about harassment on
campus.
"It's a relatively calm time and
that's the time to look rationally at
procedures to be implemented,"
Lythogoe said.
She said GBC is one of the last
Canadian universities to develop a
sexual harassment grievance
procedure.
Lythgoe said one is needed now
more than ever because the Socred
government's restraint package
includes the abolishment of the
human rights commission. She was
also critical of the absence of a
provincial minister responsible for
the status of women.
The advisory committee,
composed of three students, three
campus union members, two faculty
members, the vice provost and
Lythgoe, has not yet strictly defined
sexual harassment. It plans to set a
procedure to deal with issues outside
of the federal and provincial
jurisdictions.
The committee is meeting weekly
and plans to come up with a policy by
February. "We will just keep going
until we finish," said Lythgoe.
And at Memorial Gniversity, the
student affairs department hasfinally
struck a committee to make
recommendations on sexual
harassment complaint procedures.
The committee should have a policy
hammered out by September says
Wayne Ludlow, dean of student
affairs.
The committee's formation is the
result of recommendations from a
survey conducted last year that
showed 35.5 per cent of women at
Memorial considered sexual
harassment a problem.
Sexual harassmentwas definedas
"unwanted sexual comments, looks,
suggestions, or physical contact that
one finds offensive, objectionable or
causes d.scomfort."
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Giving peace a chance
A beginner's guide to getting involved
World tensions and conflicts have reached the point where a lot of us are convinced that
Armageddon will occur within our own lifetimes unless we take action to prevent it.
ABC-TV's The Day After, the publicity surrounding Prime Minister Pierre Trudeau's peace
mission, the Canadian government's decision to allow testing of the cruise missile, and
countless protests and demonstrations have drawn more and more Canadian attention to the
possibility of a nuclear holocaust.
Relations between the superpowers have deteriorated to perhaps the lowest point in years
while at the same time the tools of destruction have become more awesome than ever
imagined. The prospect of this mutual animosity erupting into all-out nuclear war has moved
an increasing number of people into taking action to bring some calm and reason back to the
international stage.
But some who would like to show their concern are not certain how to go about doing so.
The issue is so complex and the implications so weighty that many are overwhelmed; they
don't know where to start, although they are sure they want to get involved.
There are many groups active in the Kitchener-Waterloo area that provide a good place to
start. These groups include social, religious and political organizations. The following is a
sampling of some of the groups operating in the area.
People for Peace
People for Peace is an organization whose
members try to be "animators" in society; their'
aim is to educate people on the issues of peace
and disarmament, mainly through the use of
films and lectures. Starting March 1, People for
Peace will be holding a film festival at the
Kitchener Public Library every Thursday
evening. People for Peace will also present fifms
and speakers to various groups including
regional high schools and the local Multi-
Cultural Association. These events are designed
to give members a chance to participate by
signing petitions and writing letters in an effort
to make their cause known. A major event will
be the upcoming arrival in K-W of a
representative of the Soviet Embassy who will
appear on a radio phone-in show and make
several speeches. For more information, contact
Kathy Jull at 743-4074.
Peace and Justice
Peace and Justice is an organization whose
members believe that these two issues are not
separate — that peace cannot be obtained
without justice and vice versa. They believe in
the establishment of a non-hierarchical, non- *
violent and non-oppressive society. The Peace
and Justice group is activist in its approach and
encourages passive resistance and Civil
disobedience. (Five members were arrested for
trespassing at a recent protest at the Litton
Systems plant in Rexdale.) The group has been
active in the fight against pornography and
racism as well. Contact Dave Hulden, 745-5243,
for details.
Project
Ploughshares
1 IpPl
Project Ploughshares is a national
organization sponsored by the Canadian
Council of Churches. The aim of the local
chapter is to educate people about the dangers if
of nuclear war and to illustrate how the arms
race has inhibited positive world development.
Ploughshares is involved in a numberof
activities in the K-W area, most notably in
education and information events. Meetings are
held on the second Thursday of every month at
7:30 p.m. at the Adult Recreation Centre, 185
King Street S., in Waterloo. Contact Dave Pratt
at 885-4496 for further information.
v
Laurier Peace
Chapter
piss
;
The Laurier Peace Chapter is one of the
| I newest peace groups organized in K-W. The aim
|j| of the chapter is to inform the students of WLU
;about the nature of nuclear conflict and to
encourage them to get involved in the nuclear
disarmament debate. Plans are being made to
bHng in a number of speakers and films, and to
become involved in the events being held in the
K-W area. Meetings are held once a month. For
more information, contact David Digout at 579-
6879.
Canadian
Psychologists for
Social
Responsibility
11 w i
Canadian Psychologists for Social
Responsibility is a new organization in K-W that
seeks to increase people's awareness that the
nuclear arms race is not only a future threat to
human fife but is already having detrimental
effects on the world; many children, for
example, are seriously frightened by the
prospect of nuclear war The group is new in K-
W (a Toronto branch has been active), and is
trying to organize a series of education nights.
Membership is open to all psychologists and
students of psychology, and help is greatly
appreciated. For information contact Doug Mohr
at 579-0965.
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Research by David Digout
The Community
The Community is a group that tries to
change the direction in which the world is
heading. They are opposed to violence and
nuclear weapons; in accordance with this, The
Community holds weekly study sessions to
demonstrate that peace is not only external but
internal. Their philosophy can be summed up in
the slogan Humanize the Earth. The Community
will be holding a "peace party" each Saturday in
February at the Campus Centre at the University
of Waterloo. Membership costs vary according
to level of involvement. For more information,
call Ed Halbach at 576-2805.
World Federalists
Th& World Federalists is a WRPN member
dedicated to the establishment of international
institutions and law, and their security and
enforcement. The organization views nuclear
weapons as negative; but approaches the issue
within the larger context of international
relations. The World Federalists would like to
see the establishment of regional federations to
by-pass the power blocs, and they believe that
nuclear weapons inhibit this. For information
contact Dr. Sheldon Rahn at 886-2903.
Waterloo
Regional Peace
i Network
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Th& Waterloo Regional Peace Network (WRPN)
is the co-ordinating organization for a number
Of peace groups; it is not an organization
A-,
y
thaian individual can join. There are over a
1
"
?
dozen member groups, ranging from the Society
' ' of Friends to the K-W Council of Churches. The
rote Of the Network is to co-ordinate the
,
activities of the various members for maximum
: 1P effectiveness, and to provide logistical and
*
occasionally financial support for the many
topical events held in the K-W area. Events
include a K-W Symphony Peace Concert,
Nuclear Disarmament Week, and a Peace
Petition Caravan. For information contact Russ
Beauchamps at 885-0891, from 6:00 till 9:00
p.m..
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A Softened Heart
There's a special spot inside my heart-
that doesn't get touched too often.
Maybe that special spot
-
just takes a while to soften.
It's so reserved, so little used
but I'm glad I know I have it
because when it's touched-
that special spot,
my life breaks
out of habit.
I start to remember how to care
for someone other than me,
I catch a glimpse of what's important
my eyes begin to see-
the things that I've never done,
to show you that
I care
the things that I've never said
I know that's just not fair.
But please allow the ice to melt,
allow that spot to soften.
Give me time to open up-
it doesn't happen often.
Dave Adams
A Sincere Poetic Effort
Love is here
For some of us,
For others it is quite a fuss.
You're in love
At Valentine,
Young lovers go to wine and dine.
Back at home
There I sit,
I'm not in love, and that is it.
Watch the tube
And fall asleep,
Into a dream my thoughts do leap.
Dream of love,
Someone nice,
All these thoughts, my heart entice.
Red hearts here,
Chocolates there,
Ask a girl, I'd never dare.
Up I wake,
Sad I seem,
Reality doth kill my dream.
When will love,.
My life invade?
'Cause if it does, I'll have it made.
Chuck Tatham
A Valentine for the man I love
Should I say all the sweet things
You never want to put
in your poems?
After all, I don't want to
turn your
stomach,
Not with all the Valentine
sweets
I know you'll eat.
Do you think, just
once a year,
You could stand to see
this in print?
I love you.
I'm yours forever.
(Was that so bad?)
Ruth Demeter
To the Fair Damsels of the English Lounge
Roses are red,
Violets are blue,
We'd like to create
a sex scandal with you.
Your gossip is scathing,
Your rumours are bad,
Your behaviour's appalling
And your language quite
sad.
Yet with all your shortcomings,
we can't help but feel
being alone in the lounge
would be much worse a deal.
With Love (and a pound of bacon) your Knights
of Passion
Bondage
The whip sings as it slaps across her bare back.
The slithering rawhide snake coils above her
Only to fall with a crack to ring ears.
The bleeding river it has created
Cracks the china-white shoulders.
The eyes, once sparkled with twilight
Now filled with a foggy greyness,
Refuse to release a salty drop.
The chafed lips of desert red
Pinch together in pain - forever to forget
The smoothness of a smile and
Gentleness of a kiss.
No cry is uttered.
Her once delicate and feathery voice has
Now snapped and ceases to sing with
The birds of the early morning and rejoicing.
This timid body shivers exhausted
And flinches at the brutal strappings
And thrashings that it endures.
Her soiled clothing hangs from her bones
- Barely covering her nakedness.
She is a prisoner held within a
Dungeon, fed only the scraps that her
Master discards unwantonly.
Hands, feet and mind are chained
In this meager existence.
She is worse than creatures hunted for domestication,
For of her own choosing, she has become
Caged by heart and soul.
Kathryn Victoria DeWitt
To a girl with red Hair
(A modern situation)
I'm sorry....
for the other night.
I guess I got a little carried away....
What can I say?
Sometimes, when the night is right and the light
is low,
something warm and communal springs up,
And things happen.
I guess they did.
Maybe you only saw what you
wanted to see,
and not what I was telling you.
It looked that way sometimes
When you kept seeing fields of daisies
instead of me.
Was it that hard to read my body language?
Even the blush of a finger has meaning
if you listen...
Maybe I wasn't clear enough...???
What can I say?
That I never tried to lead you on?
That somehow it was wonderful?
That it took me where I've never been before,
and it had real meaning?
That it was beautiful???
I'm sorry.
I guess you don't want to
hear that.
Maybe you'll calm down later.
But why be so upset with me?
It's not my fault!
Can I help it
if you have a gorgeous brother?
Ralph Johnston
"Anyone For Plastic Surgery?"
I used to have a love,
A girl who hugged and kissed,
But she is not around no more,
Her presence sorely missed.
'Cause Valentine's of last year,
We tried to get it on,
This first time we had done so,
'Twas on her parent's lawn.
The snow was kind of frigid,
And so was other stuff,
And I felt kind of cranky,
I didn't need this guff.
Because it was on Valentine's,
I thought she'd be gung-ho,
But every time I pulled
her close,
She simply shouted, "NO!"
I said, "What gives?" through gritted teeth,
"You make romance so tough!"
And she replied with quite a frown,
"Chuck, you aren't big enough!"
Chuck Tatham
One Wish
We sit
across from
each other
you gazing
intently
at me,
and me
wishing
that you
would leave.
Elizabeth Ganong
Happy Valentine's Day
A
Alfonso: I still rememberthat night when
you showed me the light; it was back in
frosh week but I want anotherpeek. Love,
Marageret
Andrea: Roses are red, violets are blue;
sorry I got sick all over you! Love, Roger.
Ah! Love ya, babe!
A Happy Valentine's Day to a Don who
tries to keep us quiet. Good luck, Joanne!
Love, 83.
AD Laurier girls: Shake it down today (or
tonight). Lust Eye Phelta Thi.
Angus Bunkes, when are we going to be
risque in the business lounge? Have a
nice day! Nicky.
Alltentionall female Biz nobs: Jeff K. will
now be available for tutoring sessions in
Acct'g 247 in exchange for favours. Call
886-5696 for your appointment
\ Valentineto the boys of TubularA: Lots
of love from the girls you saved from that
sinking feeling! Happy Wet Valentine's
Day! See you in the pool!
A Valentine wish for a woman who
recognizes what a 'sex goddess'
her co-
worker is! May you and your sweetie
continuetobe a cute couple long afterthe
Cord is no longer a part of us. Love, Ruth.
i ———————
B
Big B: I'll remember that Monday for
always, my friend. PS: An elevator? Tiger.
Brenda: My heart is all yours. Be my
Valentine. Wayne.
Bev: Although we havenot been together
a long time, our relationship is fantastic. I
love you very much. Dan.
Boom-Boom:When you're boomin', I'm
banging; When you're dancipg, I'm
hanging; When you're strutting, I'm
drooling; So come on and quit fooling!
Love, Hew G. Rection!
Bany D: For a guy with a uninut, I think
you are pretty potent. Have a groovy
Valentine and good luck in the swim
meet. XXX
Bio 100Lab D: Still looking for aheartfelt,
keep it in mind for a future...?
Bruce: Make me less of a lonely woman.
Come eat with me! Lonely in the little
white room with cute walls.
Boyd, I've been watchin' you (closely!)
Happy Valentine's Day! Your secret
admirer.
Boob of my
heart! Thanks for bein'
wonderfully ornery and marvelously
wombat-like.Love 'n' such, Boob. XOXO.
Bob: Bert and I wanted to wish you a
Happy Valentine's Day. Love Bert and his
"adoptive mother."
Bufly: Thanks for the past 13 months
(lucky number!). When will you ever learn
to be a bad boy? Tm still looking forward
to the weekend (week?) at the cottage.
Love, Muffy.
Bert: Don't forget my number — I'm
there wheneveryou need me. Loveya, big
guy. "Mum."
c
Chuck: you're not the most obnoxious
one up here! From the women you
don't
hate, T. and R..
"Carl Calling"— Here's hoping you clear
your debts before you owe methousands
of dollars in back interest Or instead you
could always take the delightful
threesome out for lunch on Tuesday.
Boss Lady.
"Coach": Everything's been super. Let's
keep it up. Love and kisses, Bones.
Connie, Here's to a super week inFlorida!
Have a good Valentine's Day! Love, the
guys at 129.
Connie: Happy Valentine's Day! You still
owe me a cupof coffee to replace the cold
one. You know who.
Chuck, Chuck, Til chat you up; On this
14th day I want to wish you Happy
Valentine's inevery special way; You push
me around, you tease me to death;oooh
it's such a treat But at least it's clear to
Pam and me, you really have big feet!
Happy Valentine's Day.
Craigless: I am going to miss your plant
this Valentine's day. Happy 23 month
anniversary. May we be as lusty on April
28th as we were 2 years ago. PYMT.
Cari V. — please! Don't pretentyou have a
brain, you cute little airhead. Happy
Valentine's Day. A superior intellectand a
more interesting body.
C.R. — To a Manitoulin cutie! Be my
Valentine. R.M.
Cindy: roses are nice, violets are cuter;
Who's hooked today, Math, Eco or
Computer? From your tutors.
D
Dearest Betty-Anne: When 1 first saw you
in Production, my heart started to
function. You turn my crank, let's shank
Love Pete.
Dear Mary-Beth: Spru grew when he saw
you. Cause he knew what you can do.
Love Gregory J. Sprout.
Dave S: Would I get the same 'rise' as
someone else did, if I whispered a certain
5 words inyourear? Seeyou in the Turret!
Love the "kid sister."
Dearest Frances: Roses are red, violets
are blue, Eye Phelta Thi won't keep me
from you. Love John.
D.J.: My sweetest Valentine. Love, W.S..
Duder: You weren't forgotten! Hang in
there cause the best is worth waiting for.
Lotsa Love, your little whiner.
Dear LA,: Love the collars, you're
happenin'! Do I smell Polo? (P.S. Taps)
Dear Superroomie: Just to let you know
you are always thought of and greatly
appreciated. Happy Valentine's Day
roomie — you deserve it!
Dawn: What is a friend, a friend Til be, for
all of times, Eternity.
Dear Gaye; Stay till May, we'll roll in the
hay, then call it a day. Love, John.
Dear Les: Nice Shitter!Happy V-Day!! N.B.
Dawn: You live in Beaver Lodge but
you've been giving me the dodge. We like
the strip-show but next time make it slow!
Love No. 16!
Dear Studley: Hope you'r ready to live up
to
your name on Valentine's Day. M and
J..
Dear Sherri (C 1): This is the timeof year 1
crave for more ofthat good old romance.
Love, Erotic Lover.
Dear Core A (2nd yr.): Happy Valentine's
Day and apres 800-800 eh!
Dear Faithful Few: My heart's a virgin. It's
never been tried. What's your excuse?
Love, Spanky and Lil Deuce.
Dear Smoke: Still striking out atthis time
of year right boy Todd.
Dear Skinhead: What did you get today? I
hope a hair piece for the mirror. Happy
Valentine's Day!
Dear Grub: It'sValentine's Day today, but
wewant to know ifyou
have changed your
looks yet. S. and LD..
Dear Captain Cosmo: Congratulations, I
see you're up to your old tricks again.
Happy Valentine's Day.
Dear Eileen Stumpf: You always make us
smile. Will you be our Valentine? Love,
Admirers.
Dear CI: It's time for romance and where
are you? It's a hard life. Love, Spanky and
Lil Deuce.
Dear Glenda: Red is passionate and a
colour of desire. Waiting, yours faithfully.
Love, TA.
Dear Freddie P; It's Valentine's and do
you know where your girlfriend is?
Spanky and Lil Deuce.
Dear Spitty and Ripper. Valentine
reunion, same place, different outcome
hopefully. Smile! Love Laurier Escort
Service.
Dix: Valentine's is justanother excuse for
you
to ignore your paternity and
responsibility. Love, Mothe Rhood.
Dear Dick: Betty, Barb and Jane had a
great time last week. Did you? Drop by
anytime and be our Valentine.
Dear Gabe C: Do you know anything
today? How about a kiss for a flower?
Love: Spanky and L'il Deuce.
Diane C (a.k.a. 'Sport'): Chances of
surviving a zamboni ride are good. When
you put on your "thinking cap" you sure
come up with some nervy stuff! Watch out
for those lay-up shots. Be our Valentine.
Jay & Daisy.
Dear Lori: Roses are red, violets are blue.
I want it, and you want it too! Love Huge
man.
Dear Mr. & Mrs. Kloostra: We hope today
is as "good" asevery other day. The noise
we could do without Love: the Gunners.
Dean, Nan,and Jan: would you all be my
Valentines? Love ya lots, Jackson.
Dearest Swineman: Thank you
for being
so HARD ON ME. David Letterman is
MOST pleased with the ever-increasing
market forhis sponges. P.S.: Does hegive
you acommission? Til gladly help with the
sales. Happy Valentine's Day. Love, the
Wench.
Dear Barbie Jean:Happy Valentine'sDay.
Love always, "Nixon."
Dear K the S, and M the Q: You are my
sweethearts. Happy Valentine's Day. Love
J the B.
Dear Jennifer: Roses arered, the Eiffel's a
tower; Call us, and let's take a shower. The
Quest For Fire gang. AD. & M.M..
Dear Ada: Don't forget the three little
words (that mean more and more each
day). See ya Fri. at Gate 2. Love the
Caveman.
Dear Joe Moran alias Love God of the
North: Hope your Valentine's Day is as
good as your new year's eve was. Love
from the snow bunnies.
Dear Boogie Child; O, how sad it is to be
lonely/ How sad it is to be shy/ Howsad it
: is to be friendless/ Yet trendy and cutsey-
poo; why?/ In morning, afternoon, and
evening/ You've never a friend to be
seen/ It's no surprise to me of course/
Because your upper lip is green. Hug,
Hug, Kiss, Kiss, Feel, Feel. HAPPY V.D.
Dear Hag, '('&.)*&%))?-".*«% LOVE,
8.0.T.
E
34 Ezra — top floor. To 4 of the most
gorgeous girls I've ever had the pleasure
of living with. It's been funtastic!!You'llall
be missed muchly next year! Happy
Valentine's Day! Luv you lots, Your fifth
roomie.
F
First there was Hallowe'en Kisses! Then
the Mistletoe. Now its Valentine's Day and
we're ready for the next stepP! Love
Burch-nut.
FRANCES! 1 never see you, 1 hardly ever
get to talk to you, and I'm irresponsible.
(But I think you're the neatest) Your
sincere Valentine, C.T..
G
| Gabe-Babe: If the sun refused to shine I
' would still be loving you, when mountains
crumble to the sea therewouldstill beyou
and me.
Gord: I'm glad you picked me to be your
Valentine. Love Yvette.
Gail: Happy Valentine's. You're one ofthe
most elusive women I know. Ifluck is with
me, I'll catch up to you real soon. Love,
Rob.
H
Hi Frosty Toes: Looking forward to a wild
romp in the balmy North! Will you be my
snow bunny? Luv, your official
appendage warmer.
Happy Valentine's Wendy and Teresa.
From two tacky guys to two much tackier
girls. Thanks for answering our tacky ad
in The Cord. Dave & Boyd.
Happy Valentine's Day to a special Fairy
Princess.
Happy Valentine's Day to sexy prince
Shawn! Watch out for those pink
elephants, eh!?P.S. Happy 22nd birthday!
Hey Valentine. Wanna be my
Snugglebunny not just on Wednesday?
Honey-Bear: I miss you and I miss all the
time that we used to spend together.
Here's to more free time, and more
"together" time. Love ya, Q.T..
Harry: Happy Valentine's to a great
Quarterback! Boom-baby. Love
Ballinger's Bulldogs.
Happy Valentine's Day to our favourite
RCJGRAT, SAHARA BEANHEAD! Love,
the TROUBLES.
Hey Hockey Coach: "I'll ride in your LTD
anytime." Red Boots.
How abouta romanticweekent fortwo at
the rehabilitation centre?! lust and kisses,
T.S..
Hallmark: Happy Valentine's Day to a
man who needs but news, walls, and
windows to make his life complete. A Les
Mesman admirer.
Happy Valentine Bruce Lowrey. Your
smile and
your inconspicuous touch
never ceases to brighten my day. Keep it
up, it may lead
to a promotion in the tote
room. From J.D..
How's the typing booth, N.8.? I had fun,
but next time, remember to bring the
Kleenexes. Faithfully, The Man With the
Big Olivetti.
Happy Valentine's to the Girls in Beaver
Lodge: Dawn, Jane, Maureen, Kerri,
Karen. Love, The Boys Next Door.
1
I love you in big ways; 1 love you in small
ways; I love my Angie; for now and
always. JJW.
1.P.5.1.LY. Kev, but don't quit your day
job. Lar.
J
Janet and Dave: Happy anniversary and
best wishes for a future together. From
Yvette and Gord.
Jand and Carolyn: Bonnie is gone, But
Clyde lives on! Happy Valentine's! From
Jacques Cousteau.
Janice:To a veryspecial roommateand a
friend. Happy Valentine's Day and let's
hope we both make it through exams.
Lots o'Love, Debbie.
J.J.;Thanks for being you, I wouldn't
want anyone else. Love always, Angie.
P.S. You are indeed a good scumbag.
JamesA. Parker: Happy Valentine's Day,
Sweetheart. Looking forward to the
weekend. Love you. Janet (Fluffo) P..
Jane: Roses are Red, Violets are Blue; I
may not see you enough, But 1 still like
you.
MK..
Jimmy: Thanks for all the smiles
we've
shared!I love you a
lot!!Good luck on your
exam tonight! Love ya always,
Deb.
XOXOXO.
Jacquie V: It's a Timefor Love, but
there
is still room for lust Lasciviously yours.
Jehanbux: Close your eyes
and think of
me, And soon I will be there. Happy
Valentine's Day. With all my love forever,
Zenobia.
Jo-Ann: If you die I'll never forgive you!
XOXO Doug.
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John: You may be a rotten Rummy
player but I
still love you! Happy
Valentine's Day! Hugs and Kisses,
Debbie.
J.R. — The year is almost over and fate's
taking too long. Chances of surviving
weading reek' operation are good. If you
make it, can we celebrate? L.S..
K
Karen: One day after "ethics" we should
go out and do "unethical things." All
shall be revealed. Your secret admirer.
K.J.B. Laurier girl in love with (J of Wboy.
Will he reply? Doesn't have to be verbal.
See
you in
Lake Beda!!! CAC..
Kari: The hoover misses you and so do
we! It just won't suck like it did before.
Love from Heather and Christina.
L
Laki, Love ya always! Loula.
LP.: Red wine only sweetens with age.
Valentines forever. Love, Jungle Boy.
GRRRR.
Liz C. We'll meet with paddles and canoe
in your shoes through the tunnel of love.
Love Spanky and Lil Deuce.
M
MadameCopy Editor (a.ka. slave owner):
Well, you must admit it was a bargain. A
flfel live slave for just SC. Enjoyed our catty
luncheon last week; typecasting for
Rimers, right? Hope the assassination
proves a wonderful success in
terminating that undesirable species!
Ezra P's ghost writer.
Mr. P: From Banff to Bagels, it's been a
ball; Thanks for the memories — I cherish
them all!
Margaret: I've been too shy to call you
since that night we spent, but I still long for
you. Call me MOW! 884-9360. Love,
Alfonso.
Miss E. Mills: Happy St. Valentine's Day
from a distant admirer in Poli Sci 100.
Your smile brightens up my week!!!
Mary: Being with you makes each new
day brighter than the last Happy
Valentine's Day.
Matt: Here's hoping your duration of
celibacy will be a short one. It is after all
Valentine's Day!! Boss Lady.
Madame Wonderful: Where do all the
wonderful people hang out these days?
We less wonderful individualsare amazed
at how you have remained impervious to
corruption. How long can a resolution
last? Basketball Friday night at Mac, be
there or be wonderful! Valentinje cheers
from Mr. Jammers and Freddy
Frogbottom.
N
Nancy: B.M.V. and whip me, whip me,
whip me!!! SCOTT
Not from MONTYI Peh! Peh! Peh! Just
checking for a Valentine to surf the red
sea. Luv The Python Man.
Nibs: Happy Valentine.Shooter time and
love as a last resort Signed Mook Mook
Nickie: I thought you said you had
stamina. Have found out otherwise.
Happy Valentine's Day ail the same. I'll
give you another chance. Always, Angus.
P
Princess Fig: Forever yours at the Hot
Stove (I'm still waiting). Love, Veektor.
Paccy: I have some cookies for you.
Happy Valentine's Day! Luv F.0.T.1.T..
Perry T: I'll be winking at you in
economics class. Happy Valentine's Day!
From your secret admirer.
Python Man: will you still want me when
you're no longer a teenager? Mow that
we've set a record, we'll have to break it. I
love you. (I get tired of being original all
the time).
Pookie: the den seems lonely without
you.
Let's hope a celebration is soon in
order. Love, Chesh.
Please don't leave me for the Hillbillies
'Beverly' — inside this frosty exterior is a
warm heart beating for everly. Love,
Frosty the Snowman.
Q
Quality not Quantity makes for a kinkier
relationship. Popcorn, 20 blocks or Vider
couldn't keep him away. Keep up the
resistance. The flamewill still bum on the
18th, don't worry!
R
Ruth: Hope you're pleased with the
election results. Happy Valentine's Day!
Love from
your caring friend.
Rob: Abundant natural resources of wit,
personality and fun. Catch the sun rise!
Love and Kisses.
Roses make youjump, Violets make you
hop; Is it true Fraser Campbell, is better
on top? From S.Y..
Russel Rodrigo: Be ourValentine, show a
little heart, Expectantly; Organic.
R. Todd: Too many of us, too littleof you;
make up your mind, to whom you'll be
true. Love W.SA (Women Strung
Along).
Roses in Bunches, Violets in a Box;
Come on Cindy, Hook 'em Hawks! Your
Brothers.
Ruth D. With you and Bruce making me
less of a lonely woman, I should have a
reputation in no time. I know you want
me, Sex Goddess! Saving it for both of
you, The lonely editor.
T
To Tom: You were a great president I'd
sure like to jump you in a dark alley some
night. A secret admirer (one of many).
To the boys of458 C: Happy Valentine's
Day. P.S. Watch those turtles!! (We
certainly are.)
To ail you alien lovers out there, here's a
Valentines wish to you all from Guiige:
Jerlim Kiio Luna. With love from
your
favourite Guiigen, Ivory.
To the 'Cookie' Monster of the A.C.:
Thanks for a super season! Love, your
perverted women, pinch pinch winkwink
To a few very special ladies who deserve
mentionand affection — Amanda, Barb,
Chris, Colleen, Diana, Ellen, Heather,
Jackie, Mary, Mancy, Sue, Susan, Tamara
and Wendy. I Luv You! For those of you
who helped me through my prob — I luv
ya even more. Bert
To the whiniest woman I know, from the
girl with the crossing eyes: Happy
Valentine's Day from the guilty driver
(she will not win!) Send me some hate.
To Tony, Tony, Tony: I've maturedin new
age — now realise what I had. Let's
rekindle the frosh week flame. Mo more
playing hard to get. Love always Kathy A.
To 80113772: Happy Valentine's Day,
my
Love! Thanks for always being here
when I need you. 80129472.
To the boys of 458C: Turtle hunting is
now open.
Watch out!!
To Automan: I'm yours till Miagara Falls!
Love, Lips.
To the slave: I'll buy you back for a nickel
if you're still a bargain. Tell the slaveowner
that you're needed at home — to do the
chores, of course! Love, Former Slave
owner.
To DiamondsDoug, Juful John, Yessiree
Bob and Futus AI, Happy Valentine'sfrom
the four scoring rockettes.
To that special lady on Hickory (you know
who you are): I've been watching you
fromafar in the atrium, Torque Room and
the Bars. Be My Valentine, Mary Smyth.
Todd, We love you. We love you not, we
love you
— please make up your minds
for
us,
Wintd. Happy Valentine's Day.
To the Prez of Willison: We have lusted
fromafar — and you should see whatelse
— broken legs are only a start. Call us
anytime — we are your slaves in lust and
bondage. 'Your wenches.'
Thryn: Happy Valentine's Day. From your
secret admirer.
They say love is blind, and love can be
blue, but if you'll be my Valentine, then
ours will be true. Love K.C..
Tony B: Will you be ready when hearts
beat and juices begin to flow?Love Mink.
To the prettiest girl in Core. Happy
Valentine's Day. Love 'Lance'.
To Homy Phil: We want you! Love from
the sex vixens in the back row.
To a wandering woman (yes, you Bev):
Yip-ee-eye-eh! It's Valentine's day — when
you goaway, don't let your heart goastray
with that cowboy, 0.K.? Luv, your
Westerly Wind.
To Sue and Jill (the concourse crazies):
Are you aware of the Freudian
implications of spilling milk and writing
neurotic poetry in a public place??
Squeezed a cactus lately? Luv, the
Westerly Wind.
To Dr. Ken Proctor has it that
you're a Love God, too. If so, spend
Valentine's Day with us. Love from the
Snow Bunnies.
Tom: I know you are really 'hard up' for a
chick; I suggest you quit hanging out at
The Zone and Catriro if
you intend on
getting one before you turn 41. Happy
Valentine's anyways. Luv Janet D.
To our faithful leaderfrom '83: We'vegot
a theory — 'let's stick together..' (shuffle,
shuffle). Come on over to our house for
some 'sizzling bacon'. Gotta love it! Your
faithful female followers from Florida, the
sun bunnies.
To Bebe: Happy anniversary, thank you
for being around when I need you. Loba
love and kisses. Mimi.
To the Chair of the Advisory Council on
off-campus Housing; Mext Year...
Vancouver and Whistler — I can't wait
Love, the power-hungry, ladder-climbing
female!
To Ken in B3: I would like to know if
you've joined GLOW. I miss you every
night, all your muscle and your mite.
To the degenerate drinking buddy of
King Henry IV: Bonne Chance, Valentine.
Red.
To the Studly Dudly of the Political
Science department: Happy Valentine's
Day!!!
To anyone (male or female): I just want a
friend. Love Blair Melton.
To Josephine: Lovely as can be,On every
day of the year; Very special to me, Every
moment we are together. Love, Dr. J..
To Trav: Our time together was really fun.
The next time I need to pick my teeth, I'll
give you a call. Lovingly, Sharon.
To Gaye: All this time I've been secretly
hiding your sweater, in the hopes thatyou
could show me your
sweeter side. All
my
Respects, John.
To Huge: Roses are red, Violets are blue,
You touch Laura, and I'll kill you. Love,
Cam.
To Dave, Boyd, and Todd:Show me your
face, let me hearyour voice; for your voice
is sweet, and your
face is lovely. (Bingo
Palace, Friday 8:00 p.m., be there.)
To the guy with the nicest set of '360 s'
I've ever seen. Hope we have many more
B-52 nights and all-nighters. From Miss
'Lovely Lips.'
To theSailor in WLCJSCJ: You can sail your
ship up our river any day. Your first mates.
To my dear Snuggles: everyday is so
special with you always trying to snuggle
so close to me. Even though I'm not with
you today I can still feel the love you are
sending me all the way from Toronto!
Happy Valentine's Day, Sweetheart.
To the sensual, well-dressed lady in my
9:30 Economics and 10JO Business
Class, go to the Turret on Thursday to
meet me. Luv M. Jackson.
To A.L. and G.H. (the invisible roomie's
roomies). Have a Happy Valentine's Day!
P.S.: How's squash going? Invisible
roomie's friend.
To Snuggles: Happy Valentine'sDay, with
love from your Teddy with the Fur.
To 422 Masson, with love from 793
Hortop.
To Tony: Happy Valentine'sDay fromthe
frog artist
To Prof Meg Hancock: I'm slipping back
into my old habit of subject-verb-
disagreement. Help! Have a pleasant
Valentine's Day. J.D..
To John, Andrew, Ahmed, Frank,
Vincent, Leon, Wong, Johnson, Heather
(1), Heather (2), Prisella, Susan, Laura
Shepherd, Luci, lasinth, and to all whose
names I didn'tmention: Happy Valentine.
To D.B. from M. O'R.. J'adore tes orteils
erotiques! Joyeux V.D..
To JohnathanTabs: Whenare you going
to start paying me for talking to you?
Lending me your walkman overnight is
just not good enought. Happy Valentine.
Love, Janet
To C3: Thanks for the accommodation!
Mext time 7in thebed. Love, A.S. and J.T..
To Dave the Wave: My dearest Dave you
are so brave, to trust my famous baking;
1 know you said that it was good, but are
you really faking? But in all truth, this
Valentine is a perfect way to say that
you're a person quite unique in every
single way. Happy Valentine's Day.
To N.S....Either file down your teeth, or
leam to do it right. Painfully, Me.
To the man seen leaving Apt 16 at all
hours of the night. What a
sacrifice staying until all hours of the
night with two girls. We're going to miss
those long sweet evenings under the
chandelier. You've been really good, lan
— Happy Valentine's Day.
The Big 'K' (ski Bunny) —Here's hoping
you get through the last seven issues
without being fitted for a straight jacket —
they only come in white. Big K 111.
To her Royal Highness: Happy
Valentine's Day to the most
"SOPHISTOCATED"
person we know,
even if you don't own a trendy keychain.
We now know what happened to
embarrass
you on the 31st, Boogie
Child.' Your Royal Subjects, T&R.
To Dip: Thanks for all the happy
memories and for making the past six
months so beautiful. I wouldn'twant to do
dishes without you. Happy Valentine's
Day. Love, Chip.
To my valley GE: Timeto kiss and i nake
up "I'm sure." From the Lonely Guy.
To E.T. Teri, Jan-Pie, and the Blonde
Bombshell Big I: Thanks for making me
feel tickityboo. Happy Valentine's Day!
To Karen, fromLes, Who's not here at the
moment but probably not with another
woman either. Courtesy of your roomie.
To the guys at the Weber Hotel: What do
you say to a red underwear party on
Valentine's Day? Love, PDC.
To Vuamet: Be my Valentine?YourAqua-
eyed lover.
To the Late One: I'm going to getJanet to
loan me money more often! Happy
Valentine's Day, sweetheart. "Silkwood."
To the Molson Canadian Hockey Team:
Happy Valentine's Day from two of your
faithful fans in the cheering section. We
love ya!
To my DM: You keep feeding me to
monsters — am I that tasty? 1 hope Cupid
shoots Silver. As for you, Happy
Valentine's Day, from a friend who
understands your ways! "Boom Boom"
Paladin.
To the head of the Pinners: Give
my
Valentine wishes to all your men, but to
you a special greeting — your
Knighthood will always be remembered
—
you can open my doors any time.
Happy Valentine's Day.
w
SSSS^=SSSSS=^^=aESSSSSS
WLU Women: Never have so few lusted
for so many so much. We regret that we
don'thave the stamina. Love Roscoe and
Boscoe.
WN: Fll never forget the night I got to
steam up the kitchen
with you. It was the
beginning of the best thing that's every
happened to me. Lots and lots of love on
the Valentine's Day. CM.
Wild Women of Weberville: Thanks for a
fabulous year so
far! Hope allyour dreams
come true! Good luck with all your
sweethearts, too!! Love Ya, Smiles &
Sunshine.
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U Rockies
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etcetera
to be...to be...
Thurs. Feb. 9
A 12-hour dance-a-thon will be hosted at
Huggy's by The Working Centre, a non-
profit organization to help the
unemployed. For further information
phone Nancy at 743-1961.
The Anthropology Club presents the
classic film on social change and
contemporary life—The Harder They
Come. Show timeat 7 p.m. until 9 p.m.
in
Rm. P1023-P1027.Admission is freeand
everyone is welcome.
Music at Noon will feature Boyd
McDonald, fortepiano, in the TA. Free
admission and everyone is
welcome.
Eastwood Collegiate is performing the
musical Snoopy at 8 p.m.; performance
will continue through to Saturday,
February 11. Adults $5, Students and
Seniors $3.
Gays of WLU Coffeehouse. Informal.
Drop in and chat Come out and meet
some understanding friends. Rm 4-301
CTB at 8 p.m..
Montreal classical guitarist, MICHAEL
LACJCKE, will presentthe Thursday Noon
Hour Concerts at 12:10and 1:10 p.m. in
Music Room 107of the MacKinnon(Arts)
Building, (J of Guelph campus.
Admission is free and the public is invited
to attend.
Fri. Feb. 10
The Evening Concert Series presents the
Laurier Singers, conducted by Victor
Martins, at 8 p.m. in the TA.. Admission:
Adults-$4/Students and Seniors-$2.
Everyone is welcome.
Open House at the homeof the Lutheran
Chaplain, PaulBosch, at 730p.m. at 157
Albert St.
Waterloo Lutheran Seminary invites you
to the Lutheran Life Lectures to hear Dr.
William Lazareth. He will explore Baptism,
Eucharist, Ministry & The Lima
Statementat St. John'sLutheranChurch,
22 Willow Street Waterloo. Coffee at 9
a.m., lecture at 930 a.m. and afternoon
lecture at 130 p.m..
WLUSU Friday Night at the Movies,
Strange Brew at 8 p.m. in IEI.
Sat. Feb. 11
The Women's Committee of the K—W
Symphony will hold its 7th AnnualCross-
country Ski-a-thon. For further
information on this 6 km ski event call
8864335.
The Women's Athletic Association will
be hosting a High School Invitational
Gymnastics Meet. It is an all-around
competition involving area high schools.
Everyone is encouraged to come to the
K—W Gym Club at Weber and King to
watch and enjoy, free ofcharge. The meet
will be on from 10-2 p.m.. A special
thanks is extended to Silverwood for
providing refreshments for the officials.
The Kitchener Publich Library (Main
Branch-85 Queen St. N.) will hold its
Centennial Used Book Sale. Come and
take advantage of the special celebration
savings of hard covers
and paperbacks
on ill subjects, for all ages, from 10 a.m.
to 4
p.m..
Sun. Feb. 12
Holy Communion will be celebrated at 11
a.m. in Keffer Chapel at WLU, Albert
Si and Seagram. Sponsored by the
Lutheran Campus Ministry.
Mon. Feb. 13
Professor Lawrence Toombs, Wilfrid'
Laurier, will speak at 12 noon at the
Kitcnener Public Library (Main Branch •
85 Queen St. N.) on the topic: "Living
Tradition or Dead Past?". Lunch is
available for $2.00 by calling 743-0271 in
advance.
Film Studies Screening, TheMerchantof
the Four Seasons. 1230 p.m. & 7 p.m.,
2E7.
The Genealogical Society is holding an
open meeting at the Kitchener Public
Library (85 Queen St. N. ■ MainBranch) at
7:30
p.m.. Everyone is welcome.
Carnation Day: Today in the Concourse.
Free delivery on Campus. .50 for each.
Sponsored by the Sociology Club.
Tues. Feb. 14
Dancercizel Get in shape the fun way!
Session IVfrom: Feb. 27 to April 4 (530 -
630) and Feb. 28 - April 5 (5-6 p.m. plus
6-7 p.m.). Sign up in the AC. Office.
Management of Stress Series: The last
session of this series to help you assess
what your stressors are, how stress
connects with your physical illness, and
how you can leam to manage stress.
Relaxation techniques will be an integral
part. To be held 1130 - 12:30 p.m. in
Alumni Hall.
Valentines's Day edition of the Bible
study on the book of Matthew at the
classified
For Sale
MUSIC LOVERS: London's Madrigal
Classical Record Shop is pleased to
introduce a new service for out-of town
customers. You can receive our quarterly
newsletter free of charge and order any
available record or tape by mail. To be
added toour mai ling list, write to us atThe
Madrigal, 620 Richmond St, London,
Ont, N6A 3J5, or call (519) 438-3474.
10,000 different original movieposters.
Catalogue $2.00. Mnemonics Ltd., Dept
"T," No. 9, 3600 21 St, Calgary, Alta.,
T2E6V6.
Services
Group, class and private lessons
for
singles and couples in social, ballroom,
disco, and rock 'n' roll dancing for fun or
to prepare
for medal, test or competition.
Special student rate. Call Kessler Studio
of Dancing, 200 King St E., Kitchener,
894-3494. Member of CDTA
ADDICTED TO FOOD? OVEREATERS
ANONYMOUS meets every Wednesday,
5:30 - 630 p.m. in Room 3117 of the
Peters Building. Info, 579-3800.
$ 1.00 buys you anhourofWaterFitness.
Any Monday, Wednesday, or Friday from
10:30to 11:30 a.m.. Show up
at the pool
in the AC. any time.
Housing
Available
WANTED: Roommate to share 2
bedroom apartment, 170 Wissler Rd.
(behind Conestoga Mall). Fully carpeted,
new, already furnished. Rent
$200/month. Call 886-2369,ask for Rob.
Typing
Word Processing. One block from
campus.
80C
per double-spaced page.
May book ahead. Same day/day after
service. Draft copy provided. Phone885-
1353.
Letter quality typing for your resumes,
essays, thesis, etc.. Date stored for future
revisions. Reasonable rates. Delivery
arranged. Call Diane at 576-1284.
Qualified secretary. Will type anything
from resumes to theses. IBM Selectric
and Olympia Electric typewriter. Will edit
and correct spelling. Will supply paper.
Call Pamela at 884-6913.
Lutheran Student House, 177 Albert St,
starting at 4 p.m.
Carnation Day: Today in the concourse.
Free delivery on Campus. $1.50 each.
Sponsored by the Sociology Club.
"The Hero in the Greek and Roman
World." This U of W course may be
1 attended as a free public lecture series at
7 p.m. at the Kitchener Public Library
(Main Branch - 85 Queen St).
Wed. Feb. 15~
The Philosophy Department at Laurier
will present a lecture on "The Right to
Die" at 4 p.m. in the Paul Martin Centre.
The speaker will be Prof. Patrick Nowell-
Smith, Philosophy Department, York
University, with Prof. Richard Crossman
of the Waterloo Lutheran Seminary as
commentator. Admission free and
everyone welcome.
Evening celebrationof Holy Communion
around the altar at the Keffer Chapel,
WLU at 10 p.m.. Fellowship continues at
Theresia's Typing Service: resumes,
reports and theses. Phone 576-1997.
Typing — 14 years' experience typing
university reports, theses, etc..
Engineering and technical papers a
specialty. Call Nancy anytime at 576-
7901.
Typing/Word Processing: Experience in
typing hand-written reports, theses,
manuscripts, tables, etc.. Excellent
spelling and grammar. Editing,
proofreading, 20 years' secretarial
experience. Dependable, fast and
accurate service. Call Norma, 743-7247.
Anything typed. 7(X/page for reports
under 5 pages, 65</page for 10-25
pages, 60C/page for more than25 pages.
Call Sandra before 7:30 a.m. or after f-
p.m., 744-5358.
Typing. $1.00/page; IBM Selectric,
carbon ribbon; grammar/spelling
corrections; paper provided;
proofreading included; symbol/italics
available; work term reports, theses,
essays. 579-5513 evenings. Downtown
Kitchener location.
Wanted
Drafting Table — to buy, phone 893-
7113.
Personal
Eugenia: Happy Birthday, Ja te volem.
J.D..
Dear G. Mission accepted and
accomplished. Raid a success, trophies
to prove. One casualty, since recovered.
Next mission date yet to be determined.
Possible destination: the comers. Dr.
Jones and the Raiders.
MKM; you did a super job on the election.
Congratulations! We love ya. JMG, JFF,
NESsy.
Single, sexy secretary with new drinking
sweater wishes to meet runner-up V.P.
candidate at the Turret Friday night.
To Boring Margaret: You think you're
conservative? My dear, your flair has
nothing to do with the curl in your hair.
The innocent image you portray is quickly
dispelled when your tongue goes astray.
Happy Birthday, B&C.
Do You Go To Straight Nightclubs and
have straight friends?Ifso, for a change of
pace come outto a coffeehouseor phone
GLOW at 884-GLOW for more info.
the home of Chaplain Paul Bosch, 157
Albert Street
The Toast Masters Club will meet in Rm
P2OBl at 7 p.m..
LaurierChristian Fellowship meets in the
Seminary Lounge, for a Worship Service
with singing and speaking by membersof
the group. Supper at 4:45p.m.. Service at
530 p.m.. Anyone is welcome to join.
The Jewish Students Association/Hillel
University of Waterloo is proud to
present: Heritage Days, a celebration of
our Jewish Heritage. This two day event
will include displays and speakers at the
Campus Centre.
Shakespeare—This G ofW course at the
Kitchener Public Library (Main Branch)
will examine Shakespeare's life, times
and selected works. It may be attendedas
a free public lecture series. 7 p.m..
Thurs. Feb. 16
Music at Noon will present a program of
For those who don'thave to come out of
the closet, there will be a H.O.W.L.
(Heterosexuals of Wilfrid Laurier)
meetinq. For more info phone 555-
HOWL
Dave S. — Hope your Birthday was
"uplifting." By the way — how's the "ring
around the ..."? Luv, "leather & the Kid."
The CSA committeewould like to thank
contemporary music by Array Music in
the TA. Free Admission and everyone is
welcome.
The WLU P.C. Association and the CJ of
W P.C. Association will host an evening
with Michael Wilson. The dinner, followed
by a dancewill be held at the Valhalla Inn,
Kitchener. Cocktails 6 p.m., dinner7 p.m.,
dance 9 p.m.. Price $13 per person.
Contact Doug Switzer at 893-2623.
Internship General Info. Session for Ist
yr. students. 12 noon & 4 p.m. in the Paul
Martin Centre.
Upcoming
The students and staff of St Jerome's
and St Mary's High Schools, Kitchener,
proudly announce their production of
"West Side Story". This production will be
held in St. Mary's new double
gymnatorium from March 14 to March
24. Tickets are: Adults $7 and Students
and Seniors $6.
all those who attended the Chinese New
Year's celebrationon Friday and all those
who helped make it an enjoyable evening.
Obituaries
Eybergson, Dan; Nault, Roger; Pekrul,
Rita. All died in performing their dutiesas
heroic assassins; Canadians should be
proud.
ENTERTAINMENT
The CURSE of LONO
by Steve R. McCaughey
by Hunter S. Thompson
and Ralph Steadman
"I hate to
advocate drugs,
alcohol violence,
or insanity to
anyone...but
they've always
workedfor me."
—Hunter S. Thompson
Oi
,ne of the hottest screeds off
(the press as of late 1983 was
Hunter S. Thompson's The
Curse of Lono. (Thompson is also
commonly referred to as Duke of
Doonesbury fame and Dr. Qonzo.) It
was hot, not so much because
of
Thompson's scorching prose,
literary prowess or seamy tales, but
because it marked the return to big-
time writing for one of America's
most cherished cult heroes.
Let's see if I can't tell you a bit
about the man before 1 go off on
<|ome weird uncontrollable hybrid of
fact and fiction with this antiquated
monster of a typewriter. The '60s
have just rolled on by and you find
yourself drifting aimlessly through
the parched landscape of Southern
America. You have this insatiable
desire to be a freelance journalist.
Only one problem exists; you have a
ferocious penchant for drug abuse
and a|cohol poisoning, and you
know how to capsule a damn fine
tale when you create one. The '70s
break and California sunshine is the
name of the game.
Back in the States, you befriend
and tag along with the local San
Francisco chapter of the Hell's
Angels, a savage band of greasy,
leather-clad mutants who occupy
their time fighting for and lusting
after the company of young girls. All
is fun and games for
a while, but then
things turn sour. The Angels reach
new heights of notoriety, terrorizing
the whole bloody country. Before
backing out, you get trampled on by
a few of the boys. You then retire to
recollect this nightmarish ordeal. A
book becomes an obvious by-
product of those sordid sagas and a
cult following emerges from this
exciting work.
Then an even uglier menace
emerges, parading as a politician.
Fine story material, a madmanat the
helm of the most powerful country of
the world, indiscriminately taping
conversations, setting up new friends
and running wildly amok. The move
to politics jibes well with your newly
acquired lifestyle, for R.M. Nixon was
a starving reporter's saviour. So you
return to the typewriter to publish yet
another episode in the H.S.T.
repertoire. Fear and Loathing On the
Campaign Trail surfaces and is
called 'Obscene, horrid,
repellent..driving, urgent, candid,
"Obscene, horrid, repellent...
driving, urgent, candid,
searing...a fascinating,
compelling book."
searing...a fascinating, compelling
book" by the New York Post.
The '70s expire and now in the
tech no-era of the '80s you have a
son, six very fashionable peacocks,
and a doberman farm in Aspen,
Colorado. You still enjoy the kick of a
large, brutal handgun and the
luxuriating blast of tunes emitted
from your 60-speaker sound wall.
Politics is definitely out. Mobility,
liquidity and impunity are all key now.
A rampant cult following demands
more material. Assorted offers come
in from leading magazines, but
nothing really tickles that Thompson
curiosity for the loathsome.
Some interesting action surfaces
while road-tripping to Miami. Rolling
Stone publishes the piece in 1983,
the first real glimpse of Thompson
since late 1979. It was a classic
Gonzo piece; a decandent
indictment of America's richest
socialites. The Pulitzer divorce trails
reveal tales of very expensive cocaine
addictions, wild sex orgies, bestiality
and fat divorce lawyers, all living in
America's most lavish playground
for the rich. Mot even National
Enquirer would touch this one.
But now we'rebackto the'Bos and
Hunter is suffering a dire case of
writer's cramp. It's about time to pull
the Duke machine out for some
serious writing. Big action, maybe
even a book! Presto; Running
magazine requests you to cover the
Honolulu Marathon during
Christmas 1980. The bottom line is
simple enough: all expenses paid.
This means business and may
necessitate a return to use of the
buddy system. You enlist the aiding
hand of one Ralph Steadman, and
explosive artist with a knack for
capturing the true essence of human
drama. His colourful and grotesque
pictures personify the most hideous
of human expressions. Company in
close pursuit (Ralph flew in from
London), you collect a few travel
brochures, gather all legal and
financial necessities, and make the
proper illicit contacts in the Islands.
All very key in the world of Gonzo
journalism.
The Hawaii stint doesn't take long
to get dangerously out of hand. Not
even the buddy system could
salvage this twisted tale. As
Thompson himself would say,
"When the going gets weird, the
weird turn pro," but weirdness was
now the common denominator in
his life and Ralph's. The bats were
getting desperately close. The drugs
were much too good and the liquor
and long lines of credit too
accessible. Traditional big marlin
fishing becomes a drunken, violent
nightmare and properly executed
small explosions throughout the
Island began to suggest frustration.
The Marathon coverage becomes
an inconsequential exercise in futility
and boredom. "Besides," as
Thompson reasoned, "These were
mutants from a doomedgeneration,
lean vaseline coated machines, the
thoroughbreds of human sport."
Encounters with a speedy yellow
Ferrari, bullhorns, racial violenceand
a Samoan War Club were becoming
all too frequent. Eventually, the credit
begins to run out and liquidity and
impunity are now very much at stake.
Brainstorm! Lash the assorted
screeds and ramblings, mutilated
brochures and Ralph's wonderous
pictorials into a seemingly coherent
reflection of the Islands. Not exactly
the true Gonzo formula, but
marketable on the mainland. Then
reluctantly depart from the Islands
some six months after the actual
Marathon, impunity preceding you,
and alas, H.S.T., go home.
It wasn't that the book was an
obvious cash cop-out that bothered
me so. My real concern is with the
good Doctor himself. You see, cult
heroes either die or fade away. (Jim
Morrison and JohnLennon, to name
a fewof the former.) Fading away isa
very traumatic experience. (Howard
Hesseman as Dr. Johnny Fever is
proof of just how mind-boggling this
whole cult following scene can be.)
Hunter is having some serious
problems pawning off Gonzo
journalism on today's generation.
Could it be that they no longer value
snorting either, skipping through
flowers and weekday love-ins? Have
lane of human experimentation?
Gone is the brilliant Gonzo
they really lost their voracious
appetites for L.S.D.? Last year's
University Press interview (carried in
bold black and white by our own
Cord Weekly—Bravo!) suggested
that Thompson may finally be losing
it. How long can one man endure
such vices and still remain in the fast
journalism (a transformation of spot
tapings, scribbled throughts and
reflections). Classic Gonzo writing,
evident in mostof his '70s work, was
very exciting stuff. It would leave
readers mesmerized, so close to the
scene that if you closed your eyes
and reached out with your hand you
could almost touch Hunter's balding
head.
Thompson's latest attempt at
retrieving the vitality and energy of
earlier Gonzo writings is bloody
energetic and almost formulaic—
and if you can't trust Thompson, who
can you trust? (Nope, not John
DeLorean; he got caught, too.)
My advice regarding The Curse of
Lono is this: For all you diehard
H.S.T. fans, and I know I'm notalone
on this one, the consensus is that the
book is a purchase. There are faint
glimpses of Gonzo. The tale of
Ralph's poor dog will have you
howling. It's the Thompson fix that
many of us need.
However, for the Thompson
novice or potential follower, I suggest
a visit to Thompson's most powerful
piece to date: Fear and Loathing In
Las Vegas. As an introduction to
Thompson's version of The
American Dream and the original
Gonzo journalism, it will have you
writhing in hysterics. Here you will
discover the real theme of the '70s.
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Album: Heartland
Group: Real Life
by Mark Hall
Despite the presence of veteran
tunesmith Steve Hillage at the
controls, Heartland • the debut
album from Real Life—should not
create a great deal of excitement.
As a producer, Hillage has done a
fine job. Unfortunately, the material
he has to work with does not rise to
his level. The music is bland, and
even Hillage's expertise and
experience cannot salvage many of
the ten songs.
It's all been done before and Real
Life haven't added anything original
to the music world. They play simple
melodieswith simpler lyrics, having a
domineering backdrop of
synthesized strings, endlessly
repetitive choruses, and a basic
monotonous beat broken
occasionally by predictable drum
rolls.
Heartland does have its
moments—about five minutes—
with a catchy, slower title cut that has
some merit. But it's not enough to
make thealbum a sound investment.
The overall sound of Real Life is
very much akin to Gltravox (sans
John Foxx). Heartland might even be
described as a Vienna copy. The
instrumentation, style and even the
vocals could fit right in with the 1980
Gltravox release. But the
compositions wouldn't.
Album: North of a Miracle
Group: Nick Neyward
by Mark Hall
Using Haircut 100 as a
springboard, Nick Heyward has
launched himself into a solo .career
with an energetic debut album,
North Of A Miracle.
Comparison of Heyward's solo
debutand the Haircut 100 debut is,
of course, quite natural since
Heyward and Haircut were very
much one and the same. But
Heyward has matured musically and
it shows on the more refined, better-
produced North Of A Miracle LP.
Like his Haircut 100 contributions,
Heyward's solo work is light and
lively. The horns, still prevalent
though better arranged, pick up the
pace on a number of songs
including Atlantic Mondays, Take
That Situation, and When It Started
To Begin, with a solid backing from
the rhythm section.
But the cut which is destined to
make Heyward popular is Whistle
Down the Wind, a beautiful melodic
piece which relies on the string
arrangements rather than the brass
section. Unfortunately it's been
picked up by the AM airwaves where
it is bound to be played to death —
another fine work which, after two
months in the top 20, you won'twant
to hear for two years.
Heyward also slows down thepace
for a couple of other songs including
Club Boy At Sea, on which his voice
matches his choirboy looks.
The general tone of Heyward's
music is pleasant and upbeat but he
seems to be in a state of depression
lyrically. He ventures down that long
road of heartbreak throughout the
album. A marriage ends jp Blue Hat
For A Blue Day; a woman leaves in
On A Sunday; The Kick Of Love
knocks him out of love; and it's all
summed up on The Day It Rained
Forever.
If you can wade through the
depression, the music is energetic
and enjoyable.
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"One bruising blockbuster
ofa motion picture.
Powerful, harrowing,
deeply affecting, shocking,
disturbing, unforgettable."
Rex Reed • New York Post
sBOBOT »
"STAR rmiRIELMBAV ERIC ROBERTS CEIFF ROBERTSON CARROLL BAKER ROGER IB
DM CIEION m, RALPH BURNS [«1 HEIM »m»mm, SIN NYKVIST ,™, WOLFGANG GLATTES
AND KENNETH UTT WRUIEN AND DIRECTED BY 808 FOSSE AIAODCO^R^i„Ri^
A WAPNf » COMMvMCA'iONS COMPAN-.
NOW PLAYING at a theatre near you.
Check your local listings for details.
I
ballets^M
I /4. I
SINCE 1972
I
'
highly charged ■
standing ovations... "one of
shouts of sheer joy" \ff the best..." I
Montreal Sunday Express Ifjm Arts Dance
free tickets It I
In celebrjnon of 1984. 84 surprise, free seats have been sel aside torles
0 1m ballets jazz de montreal.Buy tickets tor this exciting dance company
I yV^tr
r
—youmay win one. or more FREE.Vou have a lin 24 chance ot choosmq a
H ipre-designaled) FREE SEAT! This offer applies only to tickets purchased at THE
CENTRE IN THE SQUARE Box Office - in person, by mail or by phone
PS Already bought your tickets
7
Call theBox Officenow to see il they are winners
Sunday, February 26 — 8:00 p.m. $10.00 $12.50 $15.00
Price includes 50 CRF surcharge
IMPy Premier
|3r Performance by:
DOUGLAS / \
HAAS liiM'IBJ T
Featuring the music of: <,
J.S. Bach
Couperin ||I£||h& JpL m
Scarlatti
Friday, February 17 — 8:00 p.m.
Tickets: $5.00, $4.00 (Students, seniors)
Sponsored by the Royal Canadian College of Organists
-ri ir- aiM
VISA MASTERCARD AMERICAN EXPRESS
CENTRE Sill
~
578-1570
SQUARE IH 111 if: ' TOLL FREE IN 519 AREA 1-800-265-8977
(Mon.-Sai. 11 a.m.-6 p.m.)
101 Queen St.N., Kitchener TICKETRON & TICKET AGENCIES
Under the gun at U of W
by Liz Yong (The Charlatan) and
Karen Thorpe
The presence of nuclearweaponry
in our world has created on of the
most heated controversies today.
Many people have shown their
dissatisfaction with pro-nuclear
government policies through various
means such as letters to the editor,
demonstrations, public speeches,
newspaper articles and even art.
The Vancouver-based Headlines
Theatre Company has put together a
play that satirizes the various issues
involved in the cruise missile
question.
Gnder the Gun is a musical which
considers Canadian involvement in
militarism. Two plot lines are used in
order to present this participation.
Svlvia (Nettie Wild) is an employee of
HiTek Industries, a company
involved in making the guidance
system for the crusie missile.
She
comes in contact with anti-nuke
demonstrators and inherits their
principles while still working at the
plant. The sub-plot concerns the
massive protest against their
government. A question of ethics
arises in the minds of both Sylvia and
Goodmanand they come to realize a
decision must be made concerning
their own involvement in supporting
the manufacturing of destructive
weapons.
Gnder the Gun was written by a
collective of people involved in the
Headlines Theatre Company. Nettie
Wild, Bob Bossin, Reid Campbell,
Karen Darcy, Wayne York, Ross
Imrie, Suzy Payne, C. Holte Davidson
and Colin Thompson all contributed
to the script while Payne handled the
director chores.
Visuals used in the production
are kept to a minimum. Simple :
theatrical flats formed a backdrop to
most of the action within the
performance. In many instances,
moving pieces of the set are placed
at various locations to designate a
specific area of the story. "For
example," said Diamond, "palm
trees come out to represent
Philippines." The musical score was
composed by the cast and directed
by Reid Campbell. The music
features songs like
"Defence
Production Sharing Arrangement
Tango" that aid in satirizing the
theme. This particular song is
visually accented through the
costumes of a cape of the Canadian
flag and an American T-shirt. Other
works include a tune directed
towards our Prime Minister himself,
Pierre Trudeau, entitled "It Ain't
Nobody's Business If 1 Do" featuring
lyrics like
If I go to the G.N. on Sunday
and test cruise missiles all day
Monday,
It ain't nobody's business if Id0...
When asked what the message
behind the song was, Diamond
replied, "It deals with his
(Trudeau's) duplicate stance on
going to the G.N. and talking about
peace and this
current peace
proposal...the fact that we're testing
cruise missiles, we're selling nuclear
material to Argentina, we re
supporting the Marcostic
dictatorship in the Philippines...on
one hand. It would be a lot easier to
deal with if he was acting peacefully
instead of speaking peacefully."
Diamond said that though the
subject of Gnder the Gun is very
earnest, the show itself is light-
hearted in its delivery. A discussion
session with the audience takes
place after every performance.
Diamond said the play was created
as an organizing tool that is geared
towards a public that is confused k
about the issues surrounding the
cruise missile question, and
audiences have thus far been very
responsive to the play's overtures.
When the dis-arming revue came
to University of Waterloo's Theatreof
the Arts last week, the crowd was
extremely responsive—many knew
the issues so well they were laughing
before the punchlines were
delivered. In addition to the musical
comedy, several booths were set up
by various groupson campus whose
political issues were explored in the
comedy. The Headline Theatre
Company plans to continue their
country-wide tour.
Aida-love story
by Muffy and Biffy
Aida — an enjoyable Italian opera
which played at Centre in the Square
last Friday — was certainly a different
rand of evening. No videos or
chicken wings were provided, but it
certainly was a good dose of culture.
What the hell were we doing at an
Italian opera? We couldn't
understand a damn thing. But no
matter, we probably wouldn't have
been able to understand it even if it
had been in English. Actually, this
opera was in "concert" version: full
symphony, five opera singers (with
two backups), and two full choirs.
Aida is the story of a love triangle.
Aida, an Ethiopian princess held
captive by the Romans, is in love with
Ramades, head of the Egyptian army
— and he returns the feeling. Enter
Amerius, the Egyptian princess;
guess who she loves? Ramades
captures Aida's father. Somehow
Aida's father, Aida and Ramades are
caught by Amerius and she
denounces them. This causes
Ramades to be sentenced to death,
and Aida joins him in his tomb while
Amerius prays and weeps outside.
Your typical love story.
It's nice to see that attention to
detail still exists in music. The
amountofdedicationthe performers
have was amazing; the five lead
singers are considered by many to
be the best Canadian opera singers.
It does not take a trained ear and
years of exposure to opera music to
tell that these individuals were
extremely talented.
FASS lacks timing
by Dave Bradshaw
They were inspired by lunacy, they
aimed for absurdity, and they
achieved the ridiculous. The faculty,
administration, staff and students
(FASS) at the University of Waterloo
have once again produced a
fascinating evening of entertain-
ment.
Each year the U of W FASS group
produces a limited engagement
theatrical farce that pokes funat itself
and the world in general. This year's
show was the 22nd FASS
production and shot out in machine
gun style at anything and everything
that crossed their path in the past
year.
Working with the general themes
of television commercials and
Banana Republics, the FASS writers
put the whips to the likes of Ronald
Reagan (Re-elect Ronalad Reagan —
give John Hinkley a second chance),
Casablanca, Orwell's 1984,
University administration, Trivial
Pursuit, university food, feminine
hygiene, engineers, and Guelph
students, to name a few.
The play, produced by 125people
(60 actors and 65 technicians) who
filled 140 parts, found parts for all
interested volunteers, and in some
cases even wrote in new roles. With
this type of policy, the level of acting,
singing and dancing ability ranges
from superb (Mote: Steve Connelly,
Dino Paloetti, Ed Poropat and Steve
Surman) to somewhat less than
good. But no one seemed to care
about that; the actors weren't trying
to win anyawards, theyjust wantedto
get a few laughs and have some fun.
They accomplished both.
Unfortunately, this review can't be
all accolades. In their zest to include
every topic under the sun, thewriters
forgot one of the principles of
comedy — timing. In a play that
pretended to be nothing other than a
farce with actors andactresses better
suited to homework andpub crawls,
there wasn't much room for long,
drawn-out jokes and weak
punchlines. But with only a few slow
spots which took away from the
slightly tedious three-hour
production, the efforts of these
hearty volunteers must be
applauded for a job well done and a
laugh well earned.
Gershwin in TA
Wilfrid Laurier's Theatre
Auditorium was packed last
Saturday evening in expectation of
an evening of Pops and Gershwin to
be performed by the K-W
Community Orchestra. The
audience's hope of a smooth and
entertaining performance was
fulfilled as conductorErnaVan Daele
led the orchestra through Slavonic
Dance, by Antonin Dvorak, right
through to My Fair Lady.
Selections from Gershwin's
famous opera Porgy and Bess were
also performed to the delight of the
audience. Donna Trifunovitch and
Michael Fletcher sang the soprano
and baritone parts of the famous
black opera. Michael Fletcher — an
Artist in Residence at the University
of Waterloo — was superb. Few
singers can project real emotion into
songs that tend to lose their impact
when performed in an artistic
medium other than the one they
were meant for; Mr. Fletcher more
than achieved this and the audience
was suitably delighted with his
efforts.
Besides Donna Trifunovitch and
Michael Fletcher as guest artists,
Leslie De'Ath added superb piano
playing to the performance.
Presently an Artist in Residence at
Wilfrid Laurier University, De'Ath
coaches as well as lectures. He is the
keyboard player for the K-W
Symphony Orchestra and for the
Canadian Chamber Ensemble.
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■ JFTTTTb 2 SHOWS NIGHTLY
pLilLLIiiLJ|s AT 7:00 & 9:00 PM
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GMAT
PREP. COURSES
offered for
GMAT Mar. 17
LSAT Mar. 3
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l Word Processing, Editing, Typing 1
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BENTAX
PUTS MONEY
FOR YOUR
TAX REFUNDIN
YOUR POCKET.
FAST.
If you have a tax
refund coming this year,
you could wait months
while Revenue Canada
holds on to your money.
Or you could come to
BenTax.
At a BenTax Discount
Centre
— for a fee —
you'll get money for your
federal tax refund in just
a few days. And we'll
even prepare that return
at no extra charge.
Just phone, or stop in
at the BenTax Discount
Centre nearest you.
BenTax puts your
money where it belongs
...
in your pocket. Fast.
HBerilax
TAX PREPARATION
REFUND BUYING.
SIMCOE—43 Kent Street
North (519)426-8180
CAMBRIDGE—SI Water Street
North (519)623-8850
KITCHENER—IS 9 King Street East,
Third Floor (519)744-6385
ALL REFUND PURCHASES
SUBJECT TO APPROVAL.
Entertainment Quiz
1. Who were the cartoon foes of Hercules?
2. Who is the only cartoonist ever awarded a Pulitzer Prize?
3. What George Clinton album features Nubian hut?
4. Who killed Bambi?
5. What group was charged with contempt of court in the '70s for their
song about
a California woman's Monday a.m. shooting spree?
6. What movie depicts Sting raping a quadraplegic?
7. From where did the Doors take their name?
8. Who played Ginger on- Gilligan's Island?
9. What thrilling director was responsible for Trading Places and Animal
House?
10. Who said "I paid to see the high-diving act and I'm a-going to see the
high-diving act."?
Answers
1.Dedalus,WilomeneandThe
Mask
2.GarryTrudeau
3.Shouldn'tNufBitFish
4.MalcolmMcLarenandtheSex
Pistols
5.TheBoomtownRats(Song:I
Don'tLikeMondays)
6.BrimstoneandTreacle
7.AldousHuxley'sTheDoorsof
Perception
8.TinaLouise
9.JohnLandis,alsodirectorof
MikeJackson'sThrillervideo
10.YosemiteSam
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NOW,
AN EXCITING NEW WAY
TO PUT LEAD
IN YOUR PENCIL
Berol introduces Cassette.
An exciting breakthrough in mechanical
pencil technology. Now, refilling is as
easy as putting a cassette into a tape deck.
CONVENIENT. 15 Remove old
ultra-strong black cartridge and
CLEAN. Fingers leads - load less insert new one.
_ ,
never touch leads, often.
COMFORTABLE.
Cushioned point
writes smoothly,
minimizes
breakage.
Berol.
CASSETTE,
Available everywhere, but only from Berol.
Think
CORD
Weekly
GET *11°°WORTH OFTHINGS
THAT STUDENTS NEED.
OHnr«ig«BOOKSTORE
HERS HIS I
r That's right. You'll M' 1 M l
save $7.50 and have I I
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...
WHILE THEY LAST
SPORTS
Win, tie holds second place
by John "Sandy" Sanderson
With just 3 scheduled games
remaining, the Hawks' hold on
second place is questionable to say
the lease. An 8-5 come from behind
victory over McMaster on
Wednesday was followed by a
disappointing 5-5 tie with Brock on
Friday.
Laurier 8
McMaster 5
In the first 30 minutes of play the
Hawks' performance was far from
enthusiastic. The hardworking
Marlins were quick to take advantage
of the Hawks' casual attitude and
tallied up a 5-1 lead. Tony Martindale
grabbed the only Laurier goal of the
first period.
As the game neared the halfway
point, the Hawks suddenly rose to the
occasion and began to take control.
Rob Whistle, last game's Carling
O'Keefe game star, was quick to
score a shorthanded goal for the
Hawks which pegged the score at 5-
2. The Hawks began to swarm but
were unable to take advantage of
their newfound momentum as
Marlin goalie Ron Larose came up
big.
The Hawks managed to carry their
momentum into the final frame and
scored six third period goals. Kevin
Casey started the onslaught for the
Hawks, which was ushered in with
singles by Beric Sykes and Tim
Glencross just two minutes apart
Hob Whistle got his second of the
night to place the Hawks on top 6-5.
Mike Gazzola's very effective
forechecking forced the puck free
from the Marlin defence which
enabled Mike to score the Hawks'
seventh goal unassisted. The
frustration of the Marlins was
furthered by Paul Roantree's goal
scored at the 1839mark capping a
fine comeback performance by the
Hawks.
Laurier 5
Brock 5
The punch came early as the
Hawks suddenly and unexpectedly
found themselves down3-0 with only
12 minutes played. With this abrupt
awakening the team began to fight
back. Paul Roantree put the Hawks
on the board with his powerplay goal
that was followed by a goal by Beric
Sykes. Former Hawk Jeff Walters
scored his third goal of the period to
regain a two-goal lead for the
Badgers. The Hawks began to
operate in the final minutes of the
period and managed to end the
period with Dave Banton's first of the
night, setting the score at 4-3.
The Hawks controlled the majority
of the second period but only
managed one goal. Mike Gazzola
tied the game at four all as the
Hawks began to flood the Badger
goalie with shots.
The final frame was fairly even. A
wildly exuberant Brock bench lifted
the Badgers to a new level of
performance and capability while the
Hawks suffered from inconsistency
and a lack of concentration. The
Hawks were fortunate, however, and
took a 5-4 lead with Dave Banton's
goal just 2:32 into the period.
Unfortunately, the teams were once
again deadlocked by the Badgers'
tying goal at the 6:50 mark, which
ended the game's scoring at 5-5.
The play and performance
exhibited by the Hawks was most
certainly not their best. The Hawks
did in fact out-shoot the Badgers 47-
22, and controlled most of the play,
but they were unableto capitalize on
almost all of their best scorinq
opportunites. A lack of true
readiness and a hot toaltender soon
led to frustration and an inability to
score.
The hockey Hawks rallied from a 5-1 deficit by scoring six third-period goals to defeat the
McMaster Marlins 8-5 last Wednesday. Rob Whistle led the Hawks with two goals against
McMaster while Dave Banton paced the Hawks with two goals against Brock during last Friday's
5-5 tie with the Badgers. The win over McMaster and the tie with Brock keep the Hawks in second
place in Ontario and in tenth place in Canada.
photo by Rob Scott
Hawks lose sixth game
Warriors win again
by Ian Raymond
The last time the Hawks played in
front of TV cameras, they upset the
Brock Badgers. Unfortunately, the
Golden Hawks were not able to do
the same to the Waterloo Warriors
last Saturday and went down to
defeat 76-62 at the P.A.C..
Warriors 76
Hawks 62
It looked as if the Waterloo team
was going to have an easy time of it
as they built a substantial lead in the
opening minutes. At one point in the
first half, the Warriors were up by 14
points. Although the Hawks were
playing hard, they were unable to
penetrate the Waterloo defence. The
half ended with the Hawks down by a
score of 39-29.
The hardwork of the Hawks began
to pay off as they attempted to make
a gameof it In the first six minutesof
the second half, the Hawks were able
to come within four points. Two
quick turnovers switched the
momentumback to the Warriors.
The strength of the Warriors
bench played a big role as the Hawks,
who have less depth, began to
weaken by the end of the game. "We
played hard thewhole gamebut got
tired near the end. We didn'texecute
well in the final minutes," said Coach
Chris Coulthard.
Waterloo prevailed in the end with
a 76-62 win.
Of special note was the play of
Chuck Klassen. Klassen turned in
one of his best games leading the
team in points with 17 and in
rebounding with 11. Steve Forden,
who played the whole game, scored
12 points.
The Hawks play McMaster in
Hamilton on Saturday night and the
Brock Badgers at the A.C. next
Wednesday.
Hawks 82
Gryphons 74
Laurier picked up its second winof
the season last Thursday nightas the
Hawks beat Guelph 82-74. Thegame
might salvage some of the pride lost
in the game two nights ago.
Both teams worked hard and
played well. Even so, the Hawks were
down by seven points by the 14
minute mark of the first half. Laurier
showed character by coming back to
within one by the end of the half, 35-
34. Dave Byck was top scorer with
nine points.
The Hawks carried the
momentum from the concluding
minutes of the first half over to the
second. By the 14 minute mark of
the half, Laurier hadanil -point lead.
The Gryphons realized their
upcoming demise and started to
press. This only resulted in many
opportunities from the line for the
Hawks. At the end of the game the
Hawks were up by eight points, 82-
74.
Dave MacNeil was top scorer for
the Hawks with 22 points. He was
especially effective from the foul line
where he went eight for nine on the
evening. Mark Polischuk had 16
points and Doug Aitchison collected
eight rebounds.
Coach Coulthard was pleased with
his team's win, commenting that
they played well. Coulthard was
happy to see the Hawks rebound
from their devastating loss in their
last game.
Photo by Paul Qomme
Hawk Dave Byck (42) and Warrior Doug Sutton (45) both go for
the ball during last Saturday's game. The Warriors won their
second game over the Hawks 76-62.
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'Thi' beats 'Unit'
by Stu Dent
Eye Phelta Thi captured its first-
ever Intramural Hockey League
Championship last week by
defeating two-time defending
champion The Unit. "The Thi" won
the best-of-three series in two straight
games, but it wasn't without
a great
deal of excitement, and a few good
breaks.
The first game was the more
exciting of the two for the many fans
in attendance. The (Jnit jumped out
to an early 2-0 lead, and carried this
advantage into the third period.
However, during the intermission,
the coaching staff of the Eye Phelta
Thi frat house was able to motivate
its troops before regulation play
ended. A five-minute, sudden-death
overtime period was played, but
failed to end the stalemate. Penalty
shots were used tobreak the tie. Brad
Turner was the only one of six
shooters able to beat the goalies,
allowing Eye Phelta Thi to win game
one, 3-2.
Game two was also exciting, but it
was without the heroics of the first
game. Both teams played a very
physical brand of hockey. However,
unlike some of their earlier
opponents, no "stick work" was used
to attempt intimidation. When the
final buzzer sounded, Eye Phelta Thi
had won the game and the
championship by a score of 6-2.
Congratulations are in order to
both teams for their fine efforts, clean
play, and gentlemanly conduct
throughout the series.
Gryphons
surprise
Hawks
by Ian Raymond
Laurier went down to its fifth defeat
of the season last Tuesday night in
Guelph as they got hammered78-48
by the Gryphons.
The Hawks came out very slow in
the first half. They played ineffective
ball and found themselves downby a
score of 42-19 at the end of the half.
Doug Aitchison scored more than
half of the Hawks' points in the first
half to lead the team with ten points.
Laurier play was a little more
tolerable in the second half but they
were still not playing up to their
potential. They were outscored 36-
29 by the Gryphons in the second
half as the Hawks lost by a score of
7848. Top scorer for the Hawks was
Doug Aitchison with 14.
There is little reason for a team
that has beat the second-place Brock
Badgers to fare so badly against the
league's last-place team.
Coach Coulthard offered no
concrete excuses for the loss. "The
bottom line is that we weren't ready
to play. We had no enthusiasm. We
were terrible," Coulthard said.
John Anstess, a rookie who had
seen some court time, broke his toes
in an accident unrelated to
basketball. He will probably miss the
rest of the season. Dave MacNeil
came off the injury list for this game.
MacNeil had been out with a broken
jaw and cheekbone in a game
against University of Waterloo.
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YUKON JACKSmCK'4.
For more Yukon Jack recipes write: MORE YUKON JACK RECIPES, Box 2710, Postal Station "U," Toronto, Ontario MBZ SPI.
HIRE YOURSELF
THIS SUMMER
IF YOU'RE A STUDENT
15 OROVER. AN I.) WANT TO START YOUR OWN
SUMMER BUSINESS. YOU MAY QUALIFY FOR AN
up TQ $200() |N Tj |p STUDENT
APPLICATION
AT YOUR HIGI T SCHOOL. COLLEGE OR UNIVERSITY
PLACEMENT CENTRE OR WRITE TO THE
ONTARIO YOUTII SECRETARIAT 700 BAY STREET
2nd FLOOR. TORONTO MSG IZ6
©Secretariat
for <?Sum > '
n co "°P eration the Royal Bank
Social Development
and the Ontario Chamberof Commerce.
Xpf»M
Pjc O
Mum
Is your pregnancy a
problem?
BIRTHRIGHT
cares about you.
for friendship and free
practical help call
579-3990
Women's V-ball
playoff hopes
by Theresa Noonan
If you happened to wander down to the
Athletic Complex on Friday night, you were
treated to yet another exciting Women's
volleyball match. The women's varsity team
hosted the Western Mustangs and matched
talent with them for the third time as they
picked up their fifth win of the season.
The Hawks won the match 3-2, in what was
by far the most exciting game of the season.
An outstanding team effort enabled the
women to win the match with scores of 7-15,
15-9, 15-11, 11-15, and 15-11. The scores
indicate how closely matched these two teams
were. Cathy Langdon played exceptionally well
throughout the riiatch, which was highlighted
by long rallies and very good offensive and
defensive set-ups.
The Hawks still havea chance to get into the
playoffs. Because Windsor unexpectedly lost
to Brock last week the Hawks could clinch the
final playoff spot under several conditions. If
the Hawks win their last two games against
Waterloo and Brock, and Windsor loses to
Guelph, Laurier will be in the playoffs for the
first time in school history.
If both Laurier and Windsor each win a
game the playoff spot will be determined by a
special playoff game. If Laurier wins oneof two
games and Windsor loses, a playoff game
would also occur because both the Hawks and
Lancers would have identical win-loss records
in the OCIAA west division.
Laurier hosts Brock in an all-important
game tonight at 8 p.m. in the A.C..
Men's V-ball team hopeful
by Dave "Frenchy" Brunelle
Last Friday night, the Western Mustangs'
men's volleyball team demonstratedwhy they
are in second place in their division by
defeating the WLCI men's volleyball team in
three straight sets, 15-7, 15-7, 15-8.
"We were not playing as a unit," said WLG
coach Don Smith. "The two-week layoff
without any competition we just went through
caused us to beoff in our timing. But Western
was in top form and was hitting the ball
extremely well"
This loss makes the playoff picture even
more interesting. The Hawks are battling with
the Brock Badgers for the last playoff spot.
Coincidently the two teams will be meeting
each other in their final game of the season
tomorrow night at 8:00 in St. Catherines.
Depending on the result of last night's game
against Waterloo, the Hawks mayalready be in
the playoffs at this time. If the Hawks lose to
Waterloo and lose to Brock tomorrow night it
will force a tie-breaker between Laurier and
Brock to determine who gets in the playoffs. A
Laurier win will assure them a playoff spot.
Squash team 7th
Special to the Cord
TheUniversity of Waterloohosted the 1983-
84 OCJAA Squash finals February 3rd and 4th
in which the WLC Golden Hawks competed
and learned some valuable lessons. Out of
eleven teams competing, the Hawks finished a
respectable seventh. A mere two-and-one-half
points separated the fourth and seventh place
teams.
In the first round of play the Hawks had three
wins and three losses. JamieAllen, Scott Howe
and Mark Baker all lost their first round match
to respectable opponents and were placed in
the consolation rounds. Dave Ussaman,
Andrew Wahab and Grant Fraser all came up
big to defeat their first round opponents and
score valuable team points for the Hawks.
Dave Lissaman wenton to his second-round
match over Guelph handily, 3-0. He then meta
strong opponent from Western and despite
playing extremely well was eliminated fromthe
tournament.
Playing in the consolation round, Howe and
Baker came up against some strong
competition. Baker went down 3-0 to a
Waterloo player and Howe took his Trent
opponent to five games but lost 3-2. Both
Hawks were eliminated.
In the second round of the main drawk,
Wahab and Fraser met some pretty tough
customers. Wahab played Ray McDonald from
Western who went on to win the "C" Division
and Fraser met a G of T player who also
finished high in the "C" division. The two were
eliminated although they gave it their very
best shot.
Jamie Allen survived the longest of any
player in the tournament. Allen, playing in the
number one spot for the Hawks, scored some
valuable team points in the consolation round.
First Allen defeated a player from RMC 3-1 and
then crushed his McMaster opponent 3-0. In
the finals of the consolation, Allen met a Trent
opponent who just would not make a mistake.
Changes in strategy were employed numerous
times but to no avail. Allen was eliminated.
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THE LAURIER SKI CLUB PRESENTS:
SMUGGLERS NOTCH
Vermont
Reading Week Feb 19-24
ONLY $285 Cdn.
HURRY, Only 10 openings left in the 2nd Bus!!
Contact Janice Desroches at 886-0471
gjl A NEW WAY OFENTERTAINMENTI} j|
Vide°- I—
Monday - Sports Night I I
Tues. & Wed. - Twin Video Night I 1
Thursday - Singles Night I 1
No Cover For Ladies Men $1 I
Fri. 4 Sat - Dancing - Dancing I 1
Fri. Cover $1 Sat. Cover $2
No Cover Fee Before 8 p.m. H I
Spccial Valentine's Day Bash I I
■
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quiz
by Johnny E. Sop
1. Where was the Pro Bowl played
this year and who was the game
MVP?
2. During what season did the
Toronto Maple Leafs first win the
Stanley Cup?
3. What player led the Montreal
Canadiens in goals last year?
4. What NFL quarterback has had
the most 3,000 yard passing
seasons? How many?
5. What is the approximate
circumference of a regulation
soccer ball?
6. In what sport did singer Neil
Diamond excel at college?
7. Which NCAA Division I team
holds the record for most victories
ever in football?
8. Where was last year's CIAG
hockey championship held, who
won, and who coached the
winning team?
9. Who scored the most points in
the recent NBA all-star game?
10. In professional wrestling, what
were Hartford and Reginald known
as?
11. What was the name of the
horse who came second at last
year's Queen's Plate?
Answers
1.JoeTheismann,Honolulu
2.1931-'32
3.MarkNapier(40)
4.SonnyJorgensen(5)
5.27-28inches
6.Fencing
7.Yale
8.Moncton,N.8.;Saskatchewan;
DaveKing
9.Dr.J.(JuliusErving)
10.LoveBrothers
11.RunawayGroom
Correction
The organizers of the Laurier eight
ball tournament of two weeks ago
were Tim Turcotte and Sandy
Copping.
Sideline
by Theresa Kelly
1 discovered something last weekend while suffering from one of
the worst cold/sore throat combinations in recent years — you can't
run the sports section from your living room couch!
There must be a small line in my job description that I missed
which stated: "Thou shalt not be sick." I guess it's something I
never thought about. And with the busy schedule 1 keep, who has
time for idle contemplation? I suddenly realized as I devoured a
fresh box of Kleenex that no one really has time to pick up the
slack when a section editor gets sick. Even if someone has a bit
of spare time to kill, who'd be crazy enough to tackle someone
else's job too?
Besides the fact that things are definitely more disorganized than
usual, I feel like I've lost touch with the sports world. I had to miss
a hockey game and a basketball game this week and so at the last
minute poor Jackie and Karim were left with the unpleasant task of
finding a photographer for each game.
When I left the Cord office on Thursday with my trail of germs
close behind, I was sure 1 would be well by Saturday so I could go
watch the classic rematch of the Hawks and Warriors in a game of
"contact" basketball. Why should my luck change all of a sudden?
1 didn't get to watch the game in person, nor did 1 get to see Dick
Beddoes and his hat. I had to watch the game on TV, which was
only a minor consolation.
The game had a heightened quality about it due to last week's
ruling on the MacNeil-Savich incident that occurred in the A.C.
during the first league game of the year.
Savich, you'll remember, broke Dave MacNeil's cheekbone and
jaw bone when he elbowed him in the face. No foul was called by
the ref and the Hawks were quite upset.
Last week Savich was suspended for five games for "intent to
injury" (it has since been changed to "unsportsmanlike conduct"
but the suspension has not be reduced) which included Saturday's
game against the Hawks. With MacNeil back in the line-up and the
game held in enemy territory at the P.A.C., the game had all the
makings of a blood bath.
If I had to describe the feelings between the two Waterloo
schools 1 would suggest rivalry or intense competition but not
animosity. Dick Beddoes seems to think otherwise, because he
suggested that word to everyone he interviewed during the telecast.
It was Banner Day at CJW. 1 didn't get a good look at all the
banners as my eye isn't as quick as the camera's eye but I saw one
banner with a Hawk being eaten alive. There was no missing the
"Savich ain't no savage" banner — the eventual winner of the
contest. I was beginning to feel slightly thankful that I was cheering
for the Hawks in the safety of my living room and not in the
obviously biased Warrior gym.
Although I was at the game where the MacNeil-Savich incident
occurred, I didn't get a good view of it. I've always thought that
basketball was meant to be a low-contact sport, so the suspension
seemed justified. However, doesn't a five-game suspension —
almost half the season — put a label of assassin on Savich? What
if the incident was really accidental? Savich, who was sitting on the
bench with his team, received almost as much camera time as the
players who were on the court.
I was glad to see that the situation resolved itself on the
basketball court in a fairly clean game. The Warriors won 76-62 by
playing solid defence and offence without Savich, proving that they
deserved to be ranked fifth in Canada.
So does animosity really exist between the two schools? That
some of the Warrior fans think so became quite obvious whenever
MacNeil was on the court.
The players, however, managed to keep their tempers under
control fairly well during the game which was decided by basketball
ability, not hecited emotion.
If there isn't animosity between the two schools, Beddoes did his
best to make it sound like there is. Well, that's one way to make for
an exciting telecast.
Aggiss
third
by Ruth Demeter
Sara Aggiss, competing for WLCJ
in the OWIAA gymnastics qualifying
meet at Queen's on February 4,
placed thirdoverall and has qualified
for the finals.
Aggiss placed first in the floor
routine competition, as well as in
vaulting, the two areas in which she
excells. She said she would have
finished in first or second place had
she received higher scores on the
balance beam and uneven bars.
Diane Cooper ((JW) placed first in
individual ranking, while one of the
York competitors placed second. In
team rankings, McMaster finished at
the top, with York and Toronto
following respectively. McMaster,
four-time defending OWIAA
champs, should prove to be tough
competition.
The OWIAA finals will take place
February 12 at York University
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Valentine's Day
MASSACRE
Draft
vJvl Night
Tuesday February 14
Valentine
VjISPSg Special
Dinner for 2 $9.99
CORNISH HEN
includes vegetable and potatoe
©HOrEfoWATERLOO
I 4 KING ST. N., WATERLOO (KING & ERB) 885-5840
Open Sundays
4 pm - 11 pm
EXCELLENT FOOD
eat in or take out
Room available for
parties at no cost
NHL Hockey
on satellite TV
Thurs Night:
ter°"» Happy Hour
LI"HT
SHOtyf
50% discount
Lots of 'New Music' w
from CFNY's FayoritcList f
k
scoreboard
Men's volleyball
Volleyball results
Waterloo 3 Western 2
Brock 3 Guelph 2
Waterloo 3 McMaster 1
Western 3 Laurier 0
Men's Basketball
Women's Basketball
Squash CXIAA finals
Team Results
Individual Results
Women's volleyball
Volleyball results
McMaster 3 Windsor 2
Laurier 3 Western 2
Brock 3 Guelph 1
Brock 3 Windsor 0
Results
McMaster 82, Brock 78
Waterloo 76, Laurier 62
Windsor 84, Western 82
Results
Brock 85, Guelph 60
Western 84, Laurier 45
McMaster 75, Windsor 64
Hockey standings
Results
Toronto 6 Queen's 2
Laurier 5 Brock 5
Windsor 3 McMaster 2
Western 12 RMC 3
McMaster 5 Laurier 8
Tamiae
(Final Standings)
Playoff Schedule
Thursday Feb. 9 Leafs vs Bruins
Sunday Feb. 12 Rangers vs Stars
Leafs vs Bruins
hawk talk
Hockey
WLCJ vs Ryerson
February 11 at 2.00 p.m.
Waterloo Arena
Men's basketball
WLC at McMaster
February 11 at 8.00 p.m.
Athletic Complex
Men's volleyball
WLG vs Brock
February 10 at 8:00 p.m.
Athletic Complex
Women's volleyball
WLG vs Brock
February 9 at 8:00 p.m.
Athletic Complex
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MP MW ML TP
Waterloo 9 9 0 18
Western 10 7 3 14
Laurier 8 4 4 8
Guelph 9 4 5 8
Brock 9 3 6 6
McMaster 9 0 9 0
GPW L F A P
Waterloo 8 7 1 645 539 14
McMaster 8 5 3 645 640 10
Brock 8 5 3 725 727 10
Western 8 4 4 620 596 8
Windsor 9 4 5 775 785 8
Laurier 8 2 6 564 640 4
Guelph 7 1 6 446 493 2
GPW L F A P
Brock 10 10 0 849 449 20
Western 10 7 3 652 570 14
Waterloo io 5 5 644 553 10
Guelph io 5 5 589 460 10
Windsor io 5 5 652 648 10
McMaster n 47 673 675 8
Laurier n oil 319 933 0
Trent 7
Western 17 Laurier 6V2
GofT 14 York 4
Waterloo 12 Guelph 3
Queen's 9 RMC 3
McMaster 8V2 Brock 2
MP MW ML TP
Waterloo 10 9 1 18
McMaster 10 9 1 18
Windsor 11 6 5 12
Laurier 10 5 5 10
Western 10 3 7 6
Brock 114 7 8
Guelph 10 0 10 0
G W L T F A P
Toronto 20 16 1 3 166 59 35
Laurier 20 11 3 6 106 67 28
Western 19 12 6 1 104 80 25
Guelph 20 12 8 0 106 93 24
Laurentian 20 9 7 4 103 100 22
York 19 10 9 0 95 78 20
Waterloo 20 8 9 3 78 98 19
Queen's 19 7 9 3 80 86 17
Brock 19 6 9 4 89 119 16
Windsor 19 7 111 102 110 15
McMaster 21 6 12 3 89 96 15
RMC 21 4 13 4 93 144 12
Ryerson 19 4 15 0 57 139 8
Q W L T F A P
Rangers 12 8 1 3 58 30 19
Leafs 12 7 4 1 43 48 15
Habs 12 6 4 2 41 39 14
Bruins 12 4 5 3 45 45 11
Wings 12 4 6 2 57 56 10
Stars 12 0 9 3 22 51 3
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I CAN
INCLUDES SHOE RENTAL I
! BOWL ONLY $5.00 \
! MON.-THURS. 11 p.m. to 1 a.m. C
,
BRUNSWICK FREDERICK LANES
l FREDERICK MALL KITCHENER
I 576-1160 l
I CLOTH OR PAPER - WHETHER USED ON THIS CAMPUS I
IOR NOT. WE BUY ALL TITLES HAVING RESALE I
I MARKET VALUE! - FOLLETT COLLEGE BOOK CO. I
SELL THEM OUTSIDE I
THE BOOKSTORE
I FEB. 15 & 16 I
sSHOPPERS DRUG MART
Hurry into your V
I
I I
nearest Shoppers
■ snack pack contains:
,-v n . , ,
fjMm 2 pieces of delicious
Drug Mart store in
v
HlfK H
Kitchener-Waterloo and ■ plusG A?2n«°emi,vaiue
hFries
get one coupon for a free — H
Snack Pack with any purchase* H
of $7.00 or more of drug store products
(excluding tobacco and prescriptions). : ,flIJh
Coupon quantities limited.
See store for details. J|
sSHOPPERS DRUG MART
Forest Glenn Shopping Centre 109 King Street West Waterloo Square Conestoga Mall Beechwood Centre
700 Strassburg Road Kitchener, Ontario 75 King St. South 550 King St. N. Hallman Road&ErbSt. W.
Kitchener, Ontario Waterloo, Ontario Waterloo, Ontario Waterloo, Ontario
Coupons redeemableat any Kentucky Fried Chicken store in Kitchener-Waterloo until March 31. 1984 Only one coupon may be redeemed per visit
and coupons cannot be used in conjunction with other discount offers advertised by Kentucky Fried Chicken.
Offer available at the above ShoppersDrug Mart stores only while quantitieslast
